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ABSTRACT
ENGINEERING OF ARTIFICIAL CELLULAR CIRCUITS BASED ON THE
LUXI-LUXR QUORUM-SENSING SYSTEM
SEPTEMBER 2010
DANIEL J. SAYUT, B.S., SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Lianhong Sun

Natural cellular networks are very good at processing diverse inputs, generating
complicated responses, and confounding researchers with their complexities. As an
alternative to traditional cellular engineering approaches, the field of synthetic biology
attempts to avoid the complexities of natural systems by focusing on the bottom-up
construction of artificial cellular circuits. By rationally building up circuit complexity,
synthetic biologists hope to both create novel systems capable of programming unique
cellular responses, and gain insights into the design principles of natural systems. Circuits
that allow for the programming of intercellular responses are of particular interest, and
researchers have focused on the use of bacterial communication mechanisms (quorum
sensing) to construct such circuits. At their most basic, quorum-sensing systems are
composed of three main components, making them amenable to genetic manipulation.
These components, however, have properties that have been finely tuned through
evolution to function in very specific ways, and repurposing them for our own uses
requires methods to overcome their naturally evolved properties.
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This thesis details our work in the construction and engineering of synthetic
circuits based on components of the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system. Using these
components, we demonstrate methods for altering both the sensitivity and the form of the
quorum-sensing response through the creation of three unique systems: an ultrasensitive
positive feedback loop, a logical AND gate, and a coupled feedback loop oscillator.
Construction and tuning of each circuit’s properties were achieved through a mixture of
rational and evolutionary approaches, with particular emphasis on the directed evolution
of the LuxR transcriptional activator. Mathematical modeling was also used during the
construction of the more complex circuits to predict the properties that were essential to
their functionalities. With the construction and characterization of these circuits, we have
provided both well-defined modules that can be used in the construction of more complex
systems, and developed methods that will allow for the creation and engineering of
additional synthetic circuits.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

1.1 Synthetic biology
Cellular engineering has traditionally been a top-down process in which
biological systems are altered using environmental conditions or by discrete changes to
cellular networks through gene mutations. The field of synthetic biology is attempting to
overturn these conventions by focusing on the bottom-up construction of artificial
systems, both as a mechanism to program complex cellular behavior, and as a way to
gain insight into the design principles of natural systems. Key to this idea of building up
complexity is the construction and characterization of synthetic modules that function in
defined manners to produce outputs that can directly trigger cellular responses, or that
can act as inputs for additional modules. By constructing modules with clearly defined
interactions with other modules and with the host cell, synthetic biologists hope to not
only gain a deeper understanding of how biological systems function, but also bring
traditional engineering principles such as standardization, abstraction, and de-coupling
into the field of cellular engineering1.
Synthetic biology has its origins in the pioneering work of Gardner et al., with
their construction and characterization of a transcriptional toggle switch2, and Elowitz et
al., with their work with a transcriptional oscillator3. From these relatively simple
examples, and their focus on transcriptional regulation, synthetic biologists have gone on
to create additional synthetic modules that incorporate unique sensing and processing
components. With these systems, researchers have demonstrated methods for controlling
post-transcriptional regulation4, 5, metabolic flux6, 7, and protein signaling8,
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using an

array of different inputs. Along with characterizing controllable modules and parts,
researchers in synthetic biology have also been actively developing methods to make the
construction of synthetic systems more reliable. Such methods include de novo DNA
synthesis10, 11, simplified cloning strategies12, and the creation of minimal host cells13, 14.
This has led to the growth of synthetic biology into a diverse field that incorporates many
different areas of study.
Modules based on cell-to-cell signaling mechanisms are of particular interest to
the field of synthetic biology as they allow for the construction of complex intercellular
circuits and the programming of responses at the population level. Cell-to-cell signaling
occurs in bacteria through quorum-sensing mechanisms, with the most prominent signal
in Gram-negative bacteria being acylated homoserine lactones (AHLs)15. Quorumsensing systems that use AHLs as the signaling molecule have relatively simple
structures, with the most basic systems composed of three main components: a signal
synthase that synthesizes the AHL signal, an AHL responsive transcription factor, and a
promoter regulated by the transcription factor. Owing to the simple structure of quorumsensing systems and their potential to program complex intercellular responses, the
construction and characterization of different quorum-sensing modules is expected to
have a significant impact on the field of synthetic biology.

1.2 Quorum sensing
Intercellular communication between bacteria was originally discovered through
studies of the marine bacterium Vibrio fischeri, which is involved in symbiotic
relationships with a variety of fishes and squids. In these relationships, V. fischeri are
ingested by their hosts and grown in specialized light organs, where at high cellular
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densities (>1010 cells/mL) they produce luminescence15. The signaling mechanism
responsible for the luminescence response was termed quorum sensing because of the
high cellular densities of V. fischeri that were required to trigger luminescence. Since its
discovery in V. fischeri, quorum sensing has been shown to be conserved in a large
number of bacteria and involved in a variety of important biological process including
virulence and biofilm formation16.
The quorum-sensing response in V. fischeri is controlled by the LuxR
transcriptional activator and the LuxI synthase (Figure 1.1). At low cell densities, basal
expression of LuxI results in a small amount of N-3-oxohexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone
(OHHL) being synthesized and freely diffusing into the extracellular environment. As the
cell population grows, extracellular accumulation of OHHL results in slower diffusion of
OHHL out of the cell and allows for a critical intracellular concentration to be reached.
At this critical concentration, OHHL binds LuxR forming a complex that causes
expression from the luxI promoter (PluxI) by binding to a lux box site centered at 42.5 base
pairs upstream of the transcriptional start site17. Activation of PluxI results in expression of
the luminescence genes (luxCDABEG), and enhancement of the global quorum-sensing
response through positive feedback on luxI.

3

Figure 1.1: The LuxI/LuxR quorum-sensing system of V. fischeri. (A) Structure of the
LuxI/LuxR regulatory region. (B) Regulation of the quorum-sensing response. Basal
expression from PluxI is weak, preventing luminescence until a critical concentration of
OHHL is reached. At this critical concentration, activation of PluxI results in luminescence
and positive feedback on LuxI, increasing system activation. Additional feedback on
LuxR increases the sensitivity of the response.

The general mechanism of the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system is conserved in
all quorum-sensing systems found in Gram-negative bacteria, with specificity between
each of the systems achieved through the synthesis and detection of unique AHLs by
LuxI and LuxR homologs. The AHL signals are unique in the length and degree of
saturation of their acyl side chains15 (Figure 1.2). Individual quorum-sensing systems also
4

have additional sources of regulation that influence their responses. While OHHL is
freely diffusible, efflux pumps have been implicated in the transport of some larger, more
hydrophobic AHLs across the cellular membrane, thereby increasing the complexity of
the basic quorum-sensing mechanism in these systems18. Regulation of the LuxR
homologs also differ between quorum-sensing systems, with the native luxR promoter
(PluxR) being regulated by the cAMP-CRP activator complex19, and capable of both
positively and negatively regulating its own expression level once activated20, 21.

Figure 1.2: General Structure of AHL signaling molecules. R = O, H, or OH. n typically
varies between 0 and 5. Recreated from Lyon et al.22.

1.2.1 LuxR transcriptional activator
Studies into LuxR and its homologs have shown that all LuxR-type transcriptional
activators share a common structure with a helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA binding motif in
the carboxyl-terminal domain, and a ligand binding site in the amino-terminal domain23.
Binding of the cognate signal molecule to the amino-terminal domain of a LuxR-type
protein is thought to cause conformational changes that lead to multimerization and
relieve repression of the carboxyl-terminal domain allowing for DNA binding. Upon
binding of its target DNA, LuxR functions as ambidextrous activator24. Studies of LuxR
and its homolog, TraR, have shown that the mechanisms for binding of the AHL signal
molecules differ between LuxR homologs with binding of OHHL by LuxR being
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reversible by dilution25, while the binding between TraR and its signal molecule, N-3oxooctanoyl-L-homoserine lactone, is irreversible26. The specificities of the LuxR
homologs for their cognate signal molecules is high with even small changes to the length
or saturation of the acyl side chain resulting in at least 10-fold decreases in activity27.
After signal binding, however, the activated LuxR-type protein complexes can bind
certain lux-type boxes nonspecifically28.

1.2.2 LuxI signal synthase
LuxI and its homologs synthesize AHL signal molecules using acylated acyl
carrier proteins (acyl-ACPs) and S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) as substrates29,

30

. The

specificity of LuxI and its homologs is high, but secondary, low-level synthesis of AHLs
distinct from the primary signaling molecule does occur for any given LuxI-type
protein31. Specificity of LuxI and its homologs for the synthesis of specific AHLs is
thought to be caused by the size and structure of their acyl-ACP binding pockets32, 33.
Consistent with this proposed mechanism, the carboxyl-terminal regions in which the
binding pockets are located demonstrate high sequence diversity15. While this diversity
results in LuxI homologs showing only limited homology, conserved regions and specific
amino acid residues that are critical for AHL synthesis have been identified32, 34.

1.3 Reengineering of the quorum-sensing system
While the natural behaviors of quorum-sensing systems are highly desirable for
the generation of modules that allow for intercellular communication and autonomous
gene regulation, the application of quorum-sensing components in synthetic systems is
limited by their specific properties. Evolution has engineered quorum-sensing systems to
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function in very specific environments, and when we attempt to use the complete systems
or their individual components for our own purposes we often need to reengineer their
properties to meet the requirements of our designs. This is universally true for all
biological systems and components, posing a major hurdle to the field of synthetic
biology. Therefore, the methods we discuss here and that are shown schematically in
Figure 1.3 are generally applicable for the engineering of synthetic circuit designs.

Figure 1.3: General method for the construction and engineering of synthetic biological
circuits. Multiple rounds of component selection and testing (optimization) are usually
required to achieve desired circuit activities due to incomplete knowledge of component
properties and interactions. See text for general discussion.
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1.3.1 Modeling
Mathematical modeling provides one mechanism through which the engineering
of synthetic circuits can be simplified. Traditionally, mathematical modeling has
provided an initial starting point for any given circuit design, with the general principles
of the design being determined using deterministic systems of differential equations2, 3, 35,
36

. The preference for the used of deterministic differential equations is due to the large

number of methods that are available for their analysis. Particularly useful for the design
of synthetic circuits are the techniques of sensitivity analysis and bifurcation analysis.
While a full discussion of these methods are beyond the scope of this thesis, sensitivity
analysis consists of different methods with which to measure the sensitivity of a model to
its parameters, with available methods varying widely in their complexity37. Bifurcation
analysis is also interested in determining how the response of a model responds to
changes in its parameters, but focuses on determining points at which a qualitative
change occurs in the dynamics of a model, such as a change in the number or stability of
equilibrium states38. Using the information garnered from these methods, researchers can
then focus on engineering the components and interactions of the circuit identified by the
modeling predictions as having the biggest influence on the desired system responses.
Stochastic modeling39, 40, in which probability distributions are used to account
for the small numbers of interacting molecules that can occur in biological systems41, has
also been widely used to determine key circuit properties and guide the engineering of
circuit responses42-44. However, techniques to analyze the responses of stochastic models
are not well-established and extensive simulation is often required to determine the
effects of parameter variation on model output. Additionally, the efficiency of stochastic
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simulations suffers from large differences in time-scales (i.e. between molecular
interactions and the processes of transcription and translation) that are present in
biological systems, and the computational costs of simulating complex biological systems
is large despite the development of refined simulation methods40.
While the modeling methods discussed above are good at determining theoretical
responses of circuit designs, accurate prediction of the component properties that lead to
these responses is limited by an incomplete knowledge of the in vivo parameters and
interactions that govern the behavior of most biological circuits. Without this
information, it is very difficult to optimize synthetic circuit designs prior to
implementation. Overcoming this limitation requires that we have reliable in vivo
methods to tune the properties of genetic circuits after implementation so as to obtain the
desired behaviors.

1.3.2 Methods for tuning synthetic circuits
Common methods for tuning the responses of a circuit include altering of the cisregulatory elements that control protein expression; and using protein engineering
techniques to change component activities. Of these options, changing the translational
rate of a circuit component by altering its ribosome binding site (RBS) is probably the
most widely-used, as alterations to the RBS allow for the expression level of a
component to be changed without changing its regulation or the circuit architecture. The
scale of these changes is also impressive, with the possibility of changing the expression
levels of a protein by several orders of magnitude using only a small number of base
mutations in its RBS45. Finally, it has been shown that the relative expression strengths of
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a series of RBSs can be predicted for any given target gene, permitting the rational tuning
of a components expression level in a circuit46.
Further modification of a protein’s expression level can by obtained by mutating
the cis-regulatory elements controlling transcription. This methods is particularly
attractive for well-studied promoters like PluxI, as extensive analysis of PluxI has resulted
in the identification of a series of mutated promoters that show a significant range of
activities47. Perhaps more interesting to the design of genetic circuits, however, is the
ability to change the output or methods of component regulation in a genetic circuit by
alteration of its cis-regulatory elements. This is commonly done by incorporating
multiple operator sites into a hybrid promoter regions, with hybrid promoters containing
the lux box demonstrating novel quorum-sensing regulatory responses35,

48

. A

combinatorial method for the synthesis of hybrid promoters incorporating operators for
the AraC, LacI, TetR, and LuxR transcriptional regulators has also been demonstrated49,
and allowed for the rapid generation of regulatory diversity. Finally, it has also been
demonstrated that LuxR can be used as a transcriptional repressor by positioning the lux
binding site upstream of the -35 site in an artificial promoter50. By inverting the quorumsensing regulatory response, such novel promoters could expand the possible designs and
uses of quorum-sensing modules in artificial genetic circuits.
Along with altering a component’s expression level or regulation, protein
engineering methods also provide opportunities to tune the responses of synthetic
circuits. These include using rational engineering methods if sufficient information about
the target proteins is available, and the use of tags for cellular localization7 and regulated
degradation51. Degradation tagging is of particular importance in the creation of dynamic
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genetic circuits, and tags targeting proteins to the ssrA degradation pathway are
commonly used3, 44, 48. In comparison to rational methods, directed evolution has become
a popular approach for tuning the properties of artificial genetic circuits because it does
not require a complete understanding of the protein components, or their interactions, to
achieve functional systems52. Instead, tuning is achieved simply through the large
diversity of responses that are generated through the general directed evolution procedure
(Figure 1.4). This provides a large advantage for the tuning of systems where all of the
possible interactions between components are unknown, and can be helpful in
determining how the responses of a genetic circuit are impacted by the properties of its
components and for improving theoretical predictions53. In addition to allowing for the
alteration of an existing property, directed evolution also allows for the creation of novel
functions in components, including changing the specificity and sensitivity of ligand
binding54-56, and altering product distributions57. The ability to effect such changes in
proteins without any knowledge of their structures is especially relevant for the tuning of
quorum-sensing modules, as the extensive use of rational protein engineering methods for
altering system behavior is prevented by the few complete structures that are available for
quorum-sensing components32, 58, 59.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic of the directed evolution procedure. Starting from the wild type, a
protein is evolved through multiple rounds of mutagenesis/shuffling and
screening/selection to identify variants with desired properties. While the best mutant
from each generation is typically used to create the next generation, multiple variants are
recovered during each generation creating a diverse library of responses.

1.4 Applications of engineered quorum-sensing systems and components
At its most basic, quorum sensing is meant to trigger the coordinated expression
of genes in a cellular population once a critical cell density is reached. One clear
application of this coordinated response is the use of quorum-sensing modules for the
autonomous regulation of recombinant protein expression. By delaying induction to
higher cell densities, quorum-sensing modules allow for the effects of stress caused by
the over-expression of recombinant proteins, such as depressed growth rates60, to be
minimized. Low basal expression rates also allow for the expression of proteins that are
toxic to the host cell. When expressing such toxic proteins, circuit architecture is a
particularly important consideration as a coordinated, switch-like response will maximize
the yield of the recombinant protein before cellular death61. In one interesting example of
the use of a quorum-sensing system to regulate the expression of toxic proteins, a circuit
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was created in which expression of a toxic protein at critical cellular densities limited the
maximum level of cellular growth62. This work also demonstrated an additional method
to control the responses of synthetic quorum-sensing modules by showing how the
stability of the AHL signal molecule can be altered by controlling the pH of the growth
media.
Moving beyond simple recombinant protein production, quorum-sensing modules
can be used to regulate genes that cause specific cellular responses or can be integrated
with additional cellular modules to program complex behaviors. One interesting
application that has been proposed for quorum-sensing modules is their use as
mechanisms for achieving specificity in the use of bacterial cells as targeted delivery
systems for the treatment of tumors63. As E. coli have also been shown to localize to
tumors64, it could be possible to make the module discriminate between healthy and
diseased cells by tuning the cell density at which it activates. Additional work has shown
how the specificity of the invasion response can be further improved by using the
quorum-sensing module as one leg of a genetic AND gate capable of integrating two
distinct environmental signals65.
The extension of quorum-sensing modules away from the regulation of individual
genes and into components of larger genetic circuits requires methods for their
integration with other modules. One method to achieve module integration is to regulate
the expression or activity of the quorum-sensing components using the output from
another module. In turn, the output of the quorum-sensing module, in the form of
expression from the regulated promoter, can be used to regulate another module’s
components. This is demonstrated for the LuxI/LuxR system in Figure 1.5. Theoretically,
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any circuit that results in transcription as an output, or that can use transcription as an
input can be combined with a quorum-sensing module. This “plug-and-play” ability has
been demonstrated by combining a quorum-sensing module with a genetic toggle switch
(Figure 1.5B)61.

Figure 1.5: Interfacing quorum-sensing modules to additional cellular systems. (A)
Inputs and outputs of a basic LuxI/LuxR quorum-sensing module. The response of a
LuxI/LuxR quorum-sensing module can be controlled by regulating the expression levels
of either the LuxI or LuxR proteins. Output from the quorum-sensing module is in the
form of transcription from PluxI. (B) Example of module integration as described in
Kobayashi et al.61. A genetic toggle switch was integrated with a LuxI/LuxR quorumsensing module by using the module’s output to increase the expression level of one of
the toggle switch’s repressors.
So far quorum sensing has been discussed as a mechanism to time the induction
of a genetic circuit maintained in all cells of the cellular population through the synthesis
and accumulation of the signal molecule. It is also possible to use quorum-sensing
modules to establish communication between distinct cellular populations. This was first
demonstrated by Weiss et al., who created distinct “receiver” and “sender” cells by
transforming different cell strains with either receiver plasmids containing the LuxI/LuxR
regulatory region with the lux operon replaced by a detectable marker (GFP-lva), or
sender plasmids containing LuxI under the control of an inducible promoter (Figure
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1.6)66. By splitting the quorum-sensing module between the two cellular populations, the
responses of the receiver cells was dependent on the signals generated in the sender cells.
Therefore, the module no longer acted as a method to coordinate the responses of a
cellular population, but instead acted as communication module. Systems that have taken
advantage of this ability to establish intercellular communication have included banddetect networks used for programmed pattern formation35, a synthetic predator-prey
network36, and a network for generating logical AND responses in bacterial biofilms67.

Figure 1.6: Establishment of intercellular signaling between distinct cellular populations.
Signal generation in sender cells is dependent on the output of a hybrid phage λ lambdatetO promoter (PLtet0-1) regulated by the Tet repressor. Upon generation, OHHL diffuses
through media to receiver cells, activating LuxR and causing expression from PluxI.

1.5 Objectives and outline
This dissertation describes the work we have done in the construction and
engineering of synthetic gene circuits based on components isolated from the LuxI-LuxR
quorum-sensing system of Vibrio fischeri. The overall goals of this work were to
construct well-defined synthetic circuits that can be used as modules for the creation of
more complex genetic circuits or directly for the regulation of recombinant gene
expression, while at the same time devising methods to reliably engineer circuit function.
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To meet these goals, we have used an interdisciplinary approach that is common to
synthetic biology. This approach incorporates both mathematical modeling to elucidate
system behaviors, and traditional protein and cis-regulatory engineering methods to alter
system properties. Our primary focus in this work was on the understanding and
engineering of the LuxR transcriptional activator and the regulatory properties of the luxI
promoter (PluxI).
The work presented in this thesis is organized in four core chapters, with each
chapter covering a specific approach or system. For published work, references to the
relevant articles are given at the end of each chapter description.
1. The development of a fluorescence screening method used to engineer the
properties of the LuxR transcriptional activator by directed evolution, and
characterization of the resulting mutant LuxR proteins (Chapter 2)68.
2. The construction of positive feedback loop modules based on LuxR and
improvement of the modules’ sensitivities through incorporation of the
mutant LuxR proteins (Chapter 3)68, 69.
3. The creation of hybrid quorum-sensing promoter for generation of AND
logic through integration of the activities of the LuxR transcriptional
activator and LacI transcriptional repressor, and improvement of logical
responses using mutant LuxR proteins (Chapter 4)70.
4. The coupling of two opposing feedback loops based on the LuxR and LacI
regulatory proteins to implement dynamic responses in a minimal genetic
module (Chapter 5)71.
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Along with these core chapters, Chapter 6 discusses overall conclusions drawn
from this work and provides suggestions for future work. The 5 appendices provide
additional details for the materials used in the main text (A), models used in the main text
(B,C,D) and additional results for the degradation tagging of the LuxR and LacI proteins
(E). Readers who are interested in the field of synthetic biology in general, and the role of
quorum sensing in the development of synthetic systems in particular, are directed to our
published reviews72, 73.
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CHAPTER 2
DIRECTED EVOLUTION OF THE LUXR TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVATOR

2.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 1, having the ability to tune natural quorum-sensing
systems is critical for their application in recombinant protein expression, and use as
modules for the construction of synthetic gene circuits. The transcriptional outputs of
bacterial quorum-sensing systems allow for their responses to be easily tuned using
directed evolution. All that is needed is the cloning of a marker gene downstream of the
quorum-sensing promoter, which results in a measure of the activity level of the quorumsensing system through expression of the marker. The wide variety of marker genes that
have been classified allows for engineered systems to be identified either through
selection, where PluxI controls expression of an antibiotic resistance or toxic gene, or by
screening, with PluxI controlling the expression of a detectable marker (e.g., GFP).
In deciding between using a selection or screen for evolution of the LuxI-LuxR
quorum-sensing system it was decided that a screen would provide us with the highest
possible diversity of responses. For a selection, where the activity of the screened
components determines the viability of each cell, differences in the responses of cells
containing mutant systems would result in many of the cells not being able to grow
despite having activities significantly different than the wild-type. This would result in an
overall decrease in diversity for the isolated mutants. In comparison, a screen allows for
the responses of all the generated mutants to be measured and a wide variety of mutant
systems to be isolated. The cost of using a screen versus a selection is an increase in the
number of cells that must be measured to identify potential mutant systems. This requires
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that an efficient screening method can be created to compare the responses of each
individual system in the mutant library to the wild-type response.
In developing an efficient screening method for the engineering of the LuxI-LuxR
quorum-sensing system, we first had to decide on how to alter the individual components.
The responses of quorum-sensing systems are dependent on the activities of both the
LuxI and LuxR proteins through the production and detection of the AHL signaling
molecules, and therefore, altering the properties of either regulator can be used to tune
system responses. While we ultimately wanted to alter the properties of both LuxI and
LuxR to generate the greatest diversity in the responses of the complete systems, LuxR
was chosen for initial development of the screen. We chose LuxR because previous work
done in the Arnold lab at Caltech demonstrated the feasibility of isolating hypersensitive
LuxR mutants from a simple plate-based fluorescence screen54.

2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 Bacterial strains, media, and culture conditions
All of the strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are given in Table 2.1.
A list of the commonly used media and reagents, along with their suppliers, can be found
in Appendix A. E. coli strain DH5α (Invitrogen) was used for all cloning and plasmid
construction. E. coli strain Top10F' (Invitrogen) was used for expression experiments.
Both strains were cultured in LB media at 37˚C with shaking, or on LB agar plates.
Phosphate buffered saline was used to resuspend cells prior to fluorescence
measurements. Media was supplemented with kanamycin, chloramphenicol, and
ampicillin as appropriate. OHHL was used for activation of LuxR, and Isopropyl-β-D-
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thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was used to regulate the expression of LuxR (plac-LuxR),
or LuxR and LuxI (pLuxRI), from a hybrid lac/ara-1 promoter (Plac/ara-1). Arabinose was
used to control expression of the myc-tagged LuxR proteins from the pBAD plasmids.

Table 2.1: Strains, plasmids and primers used in Chapter 2.
E. coli Strains Genotype
DH5α
Top10F'

F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR nupG Φ80dlacZ∆M15
∆(lacZYA-argF)U169, hsdR17(rK- mK+), λ–
F'[lacIq Tn10(tetR)] mcrA ∆(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) φ80lacZ∆M15 ∆lacX74
deoR nupG recA1 araD139 ∆(ara-leu)7697 galU galK rpsL(StrR) endA1 λ-

Plasmids

Description/Replication of Origin/Resistance

Reference

plac-LuxR
pLuxRI
pluxGFPuv
pBAD-LuxRmyc

Plac\ara-1:LuxR / p15A / Kan+
Plac\ara-1:LuxR,LuxI / p15A / Kan+
PluxI:GFPuv / ColE1 / Cam+
PBAD:LuxRmychis / pBR322 / Amp+

This study

Primers

Sequence (5'-3')*

LuxR∆I-F:
BamHI
LuxR∆I-R:
BamHI
LuxR-F: KpnI
LuxR-R: BamHI
LuxR-Fe: KpnI
LuxR-Re: BamHI
LuxR-Fb: NcoI
LuxR-Rb: EcoRI

GGATCCATAAACACGCTGTTAGTCAAGG

54
54

This study

TTTCTACAACTAAGTCCCACTC
GAAAGGTACCCATGAAAAACATAAATGC
ATCGGATCCTTAATTTTTAAAGTATGGG
GAAAGGTACCCATGAAAAACATAAAT
CGGGGATCCCGTACTTAATT
TACCATGGATAAAAACATAAATGCCG
TAGAATTCATTTTTAAAGTATGGGCAATC

*Sequences that are complementary to the target sequence are underlined. Restriction sites are
shown in bold.

2.2.2 Plasmid construction
The plasmids used in this chapter are shown in Figure 2.1. Plasmids pLuxRI and
pluxGFPuv were obtained from the Arnold Group at Caltech54. Plasmid plac-LuxR was
constructed from the pLuxRI plasmid by PCR using the LuxR∆I-F and LuxR∆I-R
primers. These primers were designed to amplify the pLuxRI plasmid excluding a large
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portion of the luxI gene. After amplification, the amplicon was circularized by selfligation after digestion with BamHI. plac-LuxR and pLuxRI plasmids containing mutant
luxR genes were created by ligating the KpnI and BamHI digested plasmids with mutants
amplified with the LuxR-F and LuxR-R primers. The pBAD-LuxRmyc plasmids used for
western blotting were constructed by cloning the wild-type and mutant LuxR genes into
the pBAD/Myc-His C plasmid (Invitrogen) using the LuxR-Fb and LuxR-Rb primers.
LuxR-Rb removes the native LuxR stop codon, creating a fusion protein containing cterminal myc and his tags when ligated into pBAD/Myc-His C using the NcoI and EcoRI
restriction sites.

Figure 2.1: Plasmids used for evolution and characterization of the LuxR protein.
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2.2.3 Library construction and screening
LuxR mutants were constructed by error-prone PCR using Taq DNA polymerase.
The specific reaction conditions used for the error-prone PCR were: 7 mM of MgCl2, 0.2
mM of MnCl2, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 nM KCl buffer (pH 8.5 at 25 oC), ~30 ng template
DNA, 30 pmol of each primer, 0.2 mM dGTP, 0.2 mM dATP, 1 mM dCTP, 1 mM dTTP,
and 5 U Taq polymerase in a total volume of 100 µL. The addition of MnCl2 and
increased concentration of MgCl2 were used to increase the mutation rate of the Taq
polymerase, and the increased concentrations of the dCTP and dTTP nucleotides were
necessary to overcome the innate mutational bias of Taq as has been described74. The
primers LuxR-Fe and LuxR-Re were used to amplify the LuxR gene using plac-LuxR as
the template. The library was constructed by ligating KpnI- and BamHI-digested placLuxR with the amplified mutants using T4 DNA ligase. The digested plac-LuxR plasmid
was treated with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (CIAP) prior to ligation to minimize
background carry-over of self-ligated vector.
Screening of the mutant library was performed using a protocol derived from a
previously published screen54. Ligated mutant plasmids were transformed by
electroporation into E. coli Top10F' previously transformed with the pluxGFPuv plasmid.
The pluxGFPuv competent cells were used so as to improve the transformation efficiency
of the mutant library for the fluorescence screen. The transformation efficiency of the
mutant library using the prepared pluxGFPuv cells was ~106 cfu/µg. After
transformation, the cells were grown on LB plates containing 1 mM of IPTG, 10 nM of
OHHL, and selection antibiotics at 37˚C for 16 hrs. The plates were then incubated at
room temperature and visually checked for fluorescence every hour using a UV-
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transilluminator (FisherBiotech, 312 nm). Plates containing the transformed mutant
library were compared to plates containing the wild-type LuxR protein, and colonies
were selected depending on the timing of initial fluorescence development. Initial colony
selections were then restreaked onto screening plates with wild-type controls, grown up
overnight, and reanalyzed for fluorescence development. This second round of screening
reduced the number of false positives before quantification of individual mutants.

2.2.4 Steady-state quantification of LuxR mutant activities
To quantify the LuxR mutant proteins, the plac-LuxR mutant plasmids were first
purified from the isolated mutant colonies and then retransformed, by electroporation,
into E. coli Top10F' containing pluxGFPuv. Transformed cells were grown on LB plates,
and single colonies were used to grow overnight cultures. Exponential phase cultures
(OD595 ≈ 0.3) expressing the LuxR proteins were obtained by diluting overnight cultures
200-fold in fresh LB media and growing at 37˚C for 3 hrs in the presence of 1 mM IPTG.
After this growth period, cultures were induced with OHHL and incubation was
continued for an additional 4 hrs. Cultures were then resuspended in phosphate buffered
saline and transferred to a 96-well clear-bottom plate. A microtiter plate reader
(Molecular Devices, SpectraMax M5) was used to measure the fluorescence of the
GFPuv signal (excitation: 395 nm/emission: 509 nm) and the cultures’ optical densities
(OD, 600 nm). The OD600 measurements were then used to normalize the fluorescent
responses of the cultures to their optical densities.
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2.2.5 Autoinduction studies of LuxR mutants
To determine the cellular population densities at which the mutant LuxR proteins
became active for co-expression of the LuxI OHHL synthase the mutants were cloned
into the pLuxRI plasmid. Plasmids containing the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins
were then transformed into the Top10F'-pluxGFPuv competent cells. 125 mL growth
cultures were inoculated with a 200-fold dilution from overnights and grown at 30°C and
180 RPM in the presence of 1 mM IPTG. Fluorescence and OD measurements were
taken every 30 minutes after an initial growth period of 3 hours. The methods used to
take the fluorescence and OD measurements were analogous to those described above for
the steady-state measurements.

2.2.6 Western blotting of LuxR cultures
pBAD-LuxRmyc plasmids containing the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins
were transformed by electroporation into E. coli Top10F' and grown in a manner
identical to that used for the fluorescent quantification of LuxR mutants described above
with 0.2% arabinose used for LuxR expression in place of IPTG. After the 4 hr induction
period, 2 mL of the cell culture was pelleted and resuspended in 100 µL of FastBreak
lysis buffer (Promega) supplemented with 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)
and 10 µL/mL lysozyme. Resuspensions were incubated at room temperature for 25
minutes before the addition of 1 unit of DNase (Promega) followed by an additional 5
minute incubation. The insoluble fraction of the lysed cells was pelleted by
centrifugation, and the soluble fraction was mixed with an equal volume of SDS sample
buffer (Bio-Rad) before being boiled for 3 minutes. Prepared samples were size
fractioned using standard SDS-PAGE on a 12% Tris-HCL gels (Bio-Rad) ran in a Mini-
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Protean III cell (Bio-Rad) at 200 V for 35 minutes. Proteins were then transferred (1 hr,
100 V) to a nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham Biosciences), and detected on RXB Xray film (Krackeler) using an anti-myc-HRP antibody (Invitrogen) and the ECL Western
Blotting Analysis System (GE Healthcare).

2.3 Results and discussion
2.3.1 Design of fluorescence screening procedure
To evolve the activities of the LuxR transcriptional activator, we adapted a
previously described fluorescence screen to enable the identification of hypersensitive
LuxR mutants from a library generated using error-prone PCR54. In this screen, the LuxR
mutant library proteins were inserted as components of a simple transcriptional circuit
that was then transformed into E. coli. The transcriptional circuit measured the activities
of the LuxR proteins for the exogenous addition of OHHL through expression of GFPuv
from PluxI. It was chosen to evolve LuxR in the absence of LuxI using the exogenous
addition of OHHL so as to directly control the induction level used for LuxR screening.
Putative LuxR mutants were identified by comparing the time taken for fluorescence to
develop in cells containing the LuxR mutant library and wild-type LuxR cells (Figure
2.2). While this screen was originally developed to identify LuxR proteins with altered
specificities to different AHLs, mutant LuxR proteins that are hypersensitive to OHHL
were also obtained. Therefore, we predicted that by using a similar genetic screen for the
directed evolution of LuxR, more mutant LuxR proteins with hypersensitive responses to
OHHL could be identified. To alter the screen to our purposes we used a small
concentration of OHHL (10 nM) on the screening plates, and screened the colonies at
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room temperature after overnight incubation. Screening at room temperature allowed for
a more robust response (higher fluorescence) and faster fluorescence development in
comparison to screening at 4°C.

Figure 2.2: Schematic of directed evolution procedure and fluorescence screening
method. Error-prone PCR is used to generate LuxR mutants that are then transformed
into E. coli and screened on screening plates containing the OHHL signaling molecule.
Hypersensitive LuxR mutants are identified by earlier fluorescence development than
wild-type cells (I), and negative mutants are identified by delayed fluorescence
development (II).

2.3.2 Isolation and quantification of positive LuxR mutants
The screening of ~40,000 colonies over the course of one month resulted in the
identification of 6 putative positive mutants. Subsequent fluorescence quantification of
the mutant responses confirmed 4 of the 6 putative positive mutants as having enhanced
sensitivities to OHHL as evidenced by increased expression levels at low OHHL
inductions in comparison to the wild-type LuxR (Figure 2.3). In addition to their
increased sensitivities, 3 of the mutants (Mut64, Mut616, and Mut620) also demonstrated
increased expression capacities in comparison to the wild-type at saturating OHHL
concentrations.
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Figure 2.3: OHHL dose responses of positive LuxR mutants. Data measured using
GFPuv fluorescence from three replicate cultures with error bars representing standard
deviations.

In addition to testing the steady-state responses of the LuxR mutants to induction
with OHHL, we also tested the response of the mutants in autoinduction circuits by coexpressing the LuxI OHHL synthase with LuxR from Plac/ara-1. These circuits differ from
the natural quorum-sensing system in that LuxI is not regulated by its own promoter, and
therefore, LuxI is produced at constant rate instead of being involved in a positive
feedback loop. This allows for the production rate of OHHL to be controlled using the
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IPTG inducer, and directly links the accumulation rate of OHHL to cellular density at all
points during incubation. Introduction of the mutant LuxR proteins into these circuits
showed that the increased sensitivities of the mutants resulted in 3 of the 4 altered
systems becoming active at lower cellular densities (as measured by OD595) when
compared to a system containing wild-type LuxR (Figure 2.4). The only mutant not to
show an early induction point was Mut627, which showed a response that was almost
identical to the wild-type.

Figure 2.4: Responses of positive LuxR mutants for co-expression of LuxI as measured
by GFPuv expression. Two replicate cultures are shown for each of the mutant and wildtype systems (open and closed symbols), along with mutant control cultures in the
absence of active LuxI and LuxR expression (no IPTG, -I).

2.3.3 Isolation and quantification of negative LuxR mutants
Along with our positive LuxR mutants, we also isolated two negative LuxR
mutants. While a large number of negative LuxR mutants were detected during the
screening procedure we did not actively isolate and test all the detected colonies. Instead
we focused only on those colonies that showed very slow fluorescence development
when compared to the control colonies. Because of this, the two negative mutants that we
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did chose to test showed greatly reduced sensitivities to OHHL induction than the wildtype LuxR (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: OHHL dose responses of negative LuxR mutants. Data measured using
GFPuv fluorescence from three replicate cultures with error bars representing standard
deviations.

2.3.4 Mapping of mutations to LuxR protein
The amino acid substitutions for the LuxR mutants are given in Table 2.2 and
their relative positions on the LuxR protein are shown schematically in Figure 2.6. The
number of mutations for each mutant varied from 1-4, giving an average mutation rate of
~3 mutations per kilobase of DNA template. While the lack of a published crystal
structure for LuxR limits our ability to identify possible effects for each of the mutations,
the extensive mutational analyses of the LuxR protein that are available in the literature
allows us to position these mutations into specific regions. 5 of the 8 total
nonsynonymous mutations identified in the positive LuxR mutants fall in the
hypothesized amino-terminal domain75, suggesting a role in altering OHHL binding and
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activation of LuxR76-78. While the majority of the discovered mutations are novel, 3 of
them are located in a region (60-127) identified as critical for LuxR function and that is
predicted to comprise part of the OHHL binding pocket77, 78. These mutations comprise
all of the mutations in Mut627, and one of the mutations in Mut620. The I119F mutation
of Mut627 is of particular interest as it is adjacent to a residue that is critical for LuxR
function78. The second mutation of Mut620 (V162I) and the single mutation of Mut64
(N168I) occur in the hypothesized connection region between the amino- and carboxylterminal domains79. In comparison to the positive LuxR mutants, 3 of the 4 total
nonsynonymous mutations identified in the negative mutants are located in the DNAbinding carboxyl-terminal domain80.

Table 2.2: Nucleotide and amino acid changes for LuxR mutant proteins.
Mutant
Nucleotide
Amino Acid
Substitutions
Substitutions
Mut64

A503→T

N168→I

Mut616

T138→C
A193→G
A311→C
T606→A

I46→I
K65→E
K104→T
D202→E

Mut620

A343→G
G484→A

T115→A
V162→I

Mut627

T90→C
T147→A
A355→T
T219→C
T691→C

S30→S
H49→Q
I119→F
A73→A
C231→R

A119→T
A655→G
A707→T

Y40→F
T219→A
K236→I

Mut61Mut62-
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Figure 2.6: Schematic showing locations of LuxR mutations relative to critical amino
acids and identified domains. Mutations of individual mutants are identified with
superscript letters: Mut64(A), Mut616(B), Mut620(C), Mut627(D), Mut61-(E), Mut62(F). The amino acids given below the colored bars are residues that have been identified
as critical for LuxR function through mutagenesis studies15. Residue W66 is conserved
across LuxR homologs and is marked with an asterisk. The labeled regions are: (1) signal
binding domain77, 78, (2) multimerization domain81, (3) linker region between amino- and
carboxyl-terminal domains79, (4) activation domain79, (5) DNA binding domain23.
2.3.5 Mutations of Mut616
The 3 nonsynonymous mutations present in Mut616 span all of the critical regions
of LuxR. The K65E mutation of Mut616 is adjacent to W66, a residue that is conserved
across LuxR homologs and that is critical for LuxR’s function79. W66 is also predicted to
make up part of the OHHL binding pocket along with residue Y6277. Therefore, the
K65E mutation could influence signal binding by its proximity to these two residues and
its reversal of charge. The K104T mutation also falls in the critical OHHL binding
region. On the carboxyl-terminal end, mutation D202E is positioned in a suspected helixturn-helix motif (residues 200-224)23,
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. The D202E mutation, however, is fairly

conservative and the D202 residue was not shown to appreciable influence DNA binding
when mutated to an alanine in a previous study83. As a result, the enhanced sensitivity of
Mut616 is most likely attributable to enhanced binding and activation of LuxR by the
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OHHL signaling molecule, with some influence on DNA binding possibly coming from
the C-terminal D202E mutation.

2.3.6 Alignment of LuxR with TraR
We further explored the role of the individual mutations for the positive mutants
by aligning them to the crystal structure of TraR, a LuxR homolog (Figure 2.7)58. While
the amino acid sequence homology of LuxR and TraR is <20%, the overall structures of
the homologs are predicted to be similar. From this alignment, it was seen that five of the
identified mutations (H49Q, K65E, K104T, T115A, and I119F) cluster around the signal
binding pocket. Of the 3 other nonsynonymous mutations, two (V162I and N168I) occur
at the interface between the TraR dimers, and mutation D202E aligns to the DNA binding
domain. Therefore, this alignment generally supports the conclusions drawn from the
mapping of the mutations to the predicted LuxR regions that the majority of the
recovered mutations most likely influence the interactions occurring between OHHL and
LuxR during LuxR activation.
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Figure 2.7: Mapping of identified LuxR amino acid substitutions in the crystal structure
of TraR. The TraR dimer (green and red ribbon), target DNA (gray ribbon with colored
bases), and 3-oxooctanoyl-homoserine lactone (OOHL) signaling molecules (spacefilling spherical atoms) are shown. OOHL is the cognate signaling molecule of TraR. The
structures of the TraR residues that align with the amino acid substitutions in LuxR are
labeled.

2.3.7 Comparison of protein concentrations for LuxR mutants
While the mapping of the LuxR mutations helps to suggest possible causes for the
behavior of the LuxR mutants, determining the exact mechanisms for their increased
sensitivity and expression capacities is complicated due to the large array of processes
involved in LuxR controlled gene expression84. To activate gene expression, the LuxR
protein must bind the OHHL signal molecule and then undergo conformational changes
that allow for dimerization, DNA binding, and interaction with RNA polymerase to
activate transcription15. In addition, the responses will be affected by the intercellular
concentrations of the mutant LuxR proteins, which can vary from the wild type due to
changes in expression, folding, stability, or solubility54. Therefore, while the grouping of
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the individual mutations to regions in the amino-terminal domain suggested that changes
to the binding and activation of LuxR by OHHL would be the major factors in
determining the behaviors of the LuxR mutants, we also considered the possibility that
the mutations could lead to changes in cellular concentration. We tested this possibility
by qualitatively comparing the levels of the mutant proteins using western blotting. As
there is some evidence that the stability of LuxR is increased in the presence of OHHL54,
we examined the relative concentrations of the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins both
in the presence and absence of OHHL (Figure 2.8). These results showed no significant
difference in concentration for the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins, and no increased
stability in the presence of OHHL. This again supports the hypothesized role of the
majority of the mutations altering OHHL binding and activation of LuxR.

Figure 2.8: Protein concentrations of wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins. Cultures were
grown in the presence (+) or absence (-) of 200 nM of OHHL.

2.4 Conclusions and perspective
In evolving the LuxR transcriptional activator for altered sensitivities in our
screening procedure, we have demonstrated how the activities of quorum-sensing
components can be engineered using a simple genetic screen. From our single round of
screening we were able to isolate both positive and negative LuxR mutants that displayed
a diverse range of activities. The benefit of our approach, and of directed evolution in
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general, is that no crystal structure was needed, and the majority of the recovered mutants
had mutations that would have been hard to predict rationally. While our single round of
mutagenesis yielded a diverse group of mutants, additional rounds of mutagenesis could
be used to further increase the range of responses observed for the mutant LuxR proteins.
In addition, our screening method could be easily adjusted through alteration of the
signaling molecule concentration to screen mutants of greatly varying activities.
Moving beyond LuxR, additional work was done in our lab to increase the
activity of the LuxI synthase using a genetic selection that was derived from the
fluorescence screen described above85. Using this selection we were able to identify
multiple LuxI mutants with up to 80-fold increases in the production of OHHL. Having
both engineered LuxR and LuxI components then allowed for the construction of
quorum-sensing systems with predictable regulatory behaviors, and permitted the tuning
of the quorum-sensing response. To demonstrate the usefulness of this ability, novel
regulatory modules composed of LuxR and LuxI mutants were constructed and tested to
improve the production of the Nun toxic protein86. Using these altered modules, we were
able to overcome growth repression due to the toxic effects of the Nun protein, and obtain
measurable product yields (Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Demonstration of tuning the quorum-sensing response to improve the
production of the Nun toxic protein. (A) Growth of production strains containing the
wild-type (QS+) and two mutant quorum-sensing systems (QS1,2+) compared to a nonproducing control (Nun-). The two mutant quorum-sensing systems delay the timing of
induction compared to the wild-type system. (B) Western blot for the Nun protein from
growth production cultures shown in (A). Figures adapted from Kambam, et al.86.

Complementing our work done in altering the sensitivities of the LuxI-LuxR
quorum-sensing system components, additional work done in the Arnold lab at Caltech55,
and in our own lab57, has demonstrated how the signaling specificities of the quorumsensing components can also be altered. These advances lay the groundwork for the
construction of quorum-sensing modules that have both unique signal specificities and
sensitivities. When combined, such systems will make it possible to program multiple
cellular responses that occur independently at predefined cellular densities, opening up a
new level of complexity in synthetic circuits.
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CHAPTER 3
CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF LUXR POSITIVE
FEEDBACK LOOP

3.1 Introduction
Building on the alteration of the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system through
engineering of its protein components, we next attempted to use these components to
construct novel circuits and responses. We initially focused our efforts on the
construction of a minimal positive feedback loop (PFL) module composed of the LuxR
transcriptional activator and PluxI. Positive feedback is a common element in biological
networks that has been implicated in a diverse range of physiological functions resulting
from the amplification of regulatory responses87, 88. There is also a large degree of interest
in the use of positive feedback modules as mechanisms to increase the decisiveness of
artificial genetic circuits. In one such example, positive feedback has been used to
enhance the transcriptional activity of cell- and tissue-specific promoters, providing a
method for the enhancement of gene expression in gene therapy89,

90

. Therefore, we

reasoned that the creation of well-defined PFL modules with regulatable activities would
be of great interest for the construction of unique genetic circuits, while also providing
sensitive regulators of gene expression.
The desired properties of a PFL that is to be used for controlling gene expression
are that it is simple to implement, tightly regulated, easily inducible, and non-toxic91, 92.
The LuxR transcriptional activator provides a good starting point for the construction of
systems with these properties as it has a naturally high sensitivity to OHHL, and OHHL
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itself has been shown to be both non-toxic to a range of cell types93, 94. Starting from the
favorable properties of the wild-type LuxR protein, we attempted to further improve the
key properties of our PFL modules by engineering their responses using the mutant LuxR
proteins described in Chapter 2. Here we detail the construction of our PFLs and
demonstrate how the responses of the PFL can be reliably engineered through
implementation of our existing mutants.
Beyond the simple construction of our PFLs, we also wanted to thoroughly
characterize the properties of their responses to allow for their easy implementation into
more complicated genetic circuits and their use in demanding applications. The properties
of the PFLs’ responses that we chose to focus on were their form at the single cell level,
and their activation dynamics. Studies have shown that these properties can be
significantly affected by the presence of positive feedback, with many systems containing
positive feedback displaying bistability95, 96, and delayed response times97. Therefore, we
characterized these properties by using flow cytometry to measure individual cellular
responses, and kinetic induction assays to measure initial circuit activation. The flow
cytometry measurements also allowed us to determine the cell-cell variability, or noise,
of the PFLs. By characterizing these properties, we were able to show that the responses
of the PFLs displayed significant differences in the form of their inductions and in the
amount of variation present at the single-cell level in comparison to a similar nonfeedback system.
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3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Bacterial strains, media, and culture conditions
All of the strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are given in Table 3.1.
A list of the commonly used media and reagents, along with their suppliers, can be found
in Appendix A. E. coli strain DH5α was used for all cloning and plasmid construction. E.
coli strain TOP10F' was used for expression experiments. Strains were cultured in LB
media at 37˚C with shaking, or on LB agar plates. Media was supplemented with
kanamycin and chloramphenicol as appropriate. OHHL was used for activation of the
positive feedback loops. The non-feedback system was activated using both OHHL and
IPTG.

Table 3.1: Strains, plasmids and primers used in Chapter 3.
E. coli Strains
Genotype
DH5α
Top10F'

F- endA1 glnV44 thi-1 recA1 relA1 gyrA96 deoR nupG Φ80dlacZ∆M15
∆(lacZYA-argF)U169, hsdR17(rK- mK+), λ–
F'[lacIq Tn10(tetR)] mcrA ∆(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) φ80lacZ∆M15 ∆lacX74
deoR nupG recA1 araD139 ∆(ara-leu)7697 galU galK rpsL(StrR) endA1 λ-

Plasmids

Description/Replication of Origin/Resistance

Reference

plac-LuxR
pLuxRI
pluxGFPuv
pluxI-GFPuv
pluxI-GFPuv-LuxR
pluxI-GFPm2
pluxI-GFPm2-LuxR
pSMC21

Plac\ara-1:LuxR / p15A / Kan+
Plac\ara-1:LuxR,LuxI / p15A / Kan+
PluxI:GFPuv / ColE1 / Cam+
PluxI:GFPuv / ColE1 / Cam+
PluxI:GFPuv,LuxR / ColE1 / Cam+
PluxI:GFPmut2 / ColE1 / Cam+
PluxI:GFPmut2,LuxR / ColE1 / Cam+
PtacGFPmut2 / pMB1 / Amp+, Cb+, Kan+

Chapter 2

Primers

Sequence (5'-3')*

54
54

This study
This study
This study
This study
98

LuxR(RBS)-F: PvuI
GAGCGATCGTTAAAGAGGAGAAAGG
LuxR(RBS)-R: NotI
ATAGCGGCCGCACTTAATTTTTAAAGTATGG
GFP-F: NheI
TAAGCTAGCATGAGTAAAGGAGAAGAACTTTTC
GFP-R: PvuI
TATCGATCGTTATTTGTAGAGCTCATC
PluxI-F: AatII
CAAGACGTCAGTCCTTTGATTCTAATAAATTGG
PluxI-Rs: NheI-GFP
TTCTCCTTTACTCATGCTAGCACCAACCTCCCTTGCGTTTATTC
GFP-Fs: PluxI-NheI
GGGAGGTTGGTGCTAGCATGAGTAAAGGAGAAGAAC
*Sequences that are complementary to the target sequence are underlined. Restriction sites are shown in
bold. The overlapping sequence for the SOEing reaction is shown italics.
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3.2.2 Plasmid construction
Before constructing the PFL plasmids, we first constructed a variant of the
pluxGFPuv, pluxI-GFPuv, which incorporates an NheI site between PluxI and the gfpuv
gene. This plasmid was constructed by stitching together PluxI and gfpuv amplicons using
splicing by overlap extension (SOEing)99. The primers used for the SOEing procedure
were PluxI-F, PluxI-Rs, GFP-Fs, and GFP-R. After SOEing, the combined amplicon was
ligated into pluxGFPuv using AatII and PvuI. Plasmid pluxI-GFPuv-LuxR (Figure 3.1)
was then constructed by ligating PvuI and NotI digested pluxI-GFPuv with luxR
amplified from the plac-LuxR plasmid using primers LuxR(RBS)-F and LuxR(RBS)-R.
The pluxI-GFPuv-LuxR plasmids containing the mutant luxR genes were constructed in
an identical manner. To construct the PFL plasmids used for the flow cytometry
experiments a FACS optimized GFP variant (GFPmut2) obtained from pSMC21 was
subcloned into pluxI-GFPuv-LuxR.

Figure 3.1: General structure of plasmids used to establish positive feedback. Plasmids
contained either gfpuv or gfpmut2 depending on experiment (see text for details).
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3.2.3 Fluorescent quantification of PFL responses
The pluxI-GFPuv-LuxR plasmids containing the mutant and wild-type LuxR
proteins were transformed into TOP10F' E. coli (Invitrogen) independently for
establishment of PFL1, or in the presence of the plac-LuxR plasmid for establishment of
PFL2. Transformed cells were grown on LB plates, and single colonies were used to
grow overnight cultures. Log phase cultures were obtained by diluting overnight cultures
200-fold in fresh LB media and growing at 37˚C for 3 hrs. PFL2 cultures contained 1
mM IPTG to induce LuxR expression from Plac/ara-1. After the initial growth period,
cultures were induced with OHHL and incubation was continued for additional 4 hrs.
Cultures were then resuspended in phosphate buffered saline and transferred to a 96-well
clear-bottom plate. A microtiter plate reader (Molecular Devices, SpectraMax M5) was
used to measure the fluorescence of the GFPuv signal (excitation: 395 nm/emission: 509
nm) and the cultures’ optical densities (OD, 600 nm). The OD600 measurements were
then used to normalize the fluorescent responses of the cultures to their optical densities.

3.2.4 Flow cytometry
A BD LSR II flow cytometer was used to measure the single cell responses of the
pluxI-GFPmut2-LuxR positive feedback cultures. Cultures were grown in an identical
manner to the population-level measurements with the cells being pelleted and
resuspended in sterilized PBS after the 7 hr incubation. 20,000 events were collected for
each sample using the low flow setting, and two replicate cultures were run at each
OHHL concentration. FCSExtract software (E. Glynn, Stowe’s Institute for Medical
Research) was used to convert flow-cytometry standard data files to ASCII, and data
analysis was done in Excel with macros written in Visual Basic for Applications. The
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data was gated to a narrow range of forward- and side-scattering measurements to
minimize fluorescence variability caused by debris and cell aggregates.

3.2.5 Autoinduction studies
Autoinduction circuits incorporating PFL2 were constructed by co-transforming
E. coli Top10F' with the mutant pLuxRI plasmids constructed in Chapter 2 and the
mutant pluxI-GFPuv-LuxR plasmids. 125 mL growth cultures were inoculated with a
200-fold dilution from overnights and grown at 30°C and 180 RPM in the presence of 1
mM IPTG. Fluorescence and OD measurements were taken at regular intervals after an
initial growth period of 3 hours, with a minimum time of 30 minutes between samples
during the exponential phase. The methods used to take the fluorescence and OD
measurements were analogous to those described above for the steady-state
measurements.

3.2.6 Kinetic studies
Cells transformed with pluxI-GFPmut2-LuxR were grown in an identical manner
to population-level experiments until reaching early exponential phase. Cultures were
then resuspended in bioassay media (0.05% (w/v) tryptone, 0.03% (v/v) glycerol, 100
mM NaCl, 50 mM MgSO4, and 5 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7))100, and 100 µL
aliquots were added to individual wells of a 96-well plate containing differing
concentrations of the OHHL signal molecule. After aliquoting samples, the plate was
incubated at 28˚C and fluorescent samples were taken every 12 minutes.
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3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1 Design of PFLs
Our design is based on the minimal architecture needed to implement
transcriptional positive feedback (Figure 3.2A). In this system, exogenous addition of
OHHL causes activation of PluxI by LuxR causing the in expression of luxR and gfp. The
increased expression of LuxR further enhances the activity of PluxI, resulting in positive
feedback. Expression of gfp allows for the activity of the module to be measured using a
fluorometer. Inherent to the design of this module is that basal expression of LuxR from
PluxI is high enough to result in system activation upon addition of OHHL. A second PFL
module (PFL2) negates this requirement by including an actively expressed luxR gene on
an additional plasmid transformed with the original PFL plasmid (Figure 3.2B).

Figure 3.2: Design of positive feedback loops. Schematic diagrams of PFL1 (A) and
PFL2 (B). In PFL1, basal levels of LuxR are activated upon addition of OHHL resulting
in activation of PluxI and establishment of positive feedback. In PFL2, intracellular
concentrations of LuxR are increased by addition of a second LuxR gene expressed from
Plac/ara-1.

3.3.2 Fluorescent responses of the PFLs
We characterized the PFLs at the population level by measuring their doseresponses (Figure 3.3) and determining the OHHL concentrations required by each
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module for half-maximal activation ([OHHL]50, Table 3.2). Both wild-type PFLs
exhibited 10-fold decreases in [OHHL]50 levels in comparison to a non-feedback system
with constitutive LuxR expression. Complete activation of PFL1 and PFL2 occurred at
OHHL concentrations of 10 nM, corresponding to approximately 6 molecules per cell
(The volume of an E. coli cell is ~1×10-15 L). The responses of the two PFLs were similar
with PFL2 showing slightly increased activity at OHHL concentrations greater than 1
nM, presumably due to an increased level of LuxR in PFL2. Activation of PFL1 in the
presence of OHHL indicates that basal expression from PluxI allows for sufficient
accumulation of LuxR for system activation, which is consistent with the native
biological functions of the promoter101. Despite the basal activity of PluxI, the background
activities of the two modules as measured by the GFPuv signal were minimal, and OHHL
was required for activation.

Figure 3.3: OHHL dose-responses of wild-type PFL1, PFL2, and reference non-feedback
circuit (NF). All measurements are averages from three replicate cultures with error bars
representing standard deviations.
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To determine if the increased sensitivity of the PFLs could be used to enhance the
induction timing of a quorum-sensing response in a manner similar to that of the mutant
LuxR proteins, we implemented PFL2 as a component of the autoinduction circuit
(LuxI+). Testing of this combined circuit showed that the presence of the PFL2 resulted
in a large decrease in the required cellular density for activation of the quorum-sensing
response (Figure 3.4). The increased sensitivity of the PFL2 containing autoinduction
circuit demonstrates how PFL2 can be incorporated as a component of independent
systems in order to alter their responses, and shows that the response of PFL2 is rapid
enough to influence activation of the autoinduction response.

Figure 3.4: Incorporation of PFL2 into autoinduction circuit. Results are the average
fluorescent responses and ODs from three independent cultures. Error bars represent
standard deviations.

A common characteristic of PFL regulation is the generation of bistability in the
responses of the regulated system97, 102. This bistability arises naturally in systems where
the activity of the activator increases nonlinearly or cooperatively (ultrasensitively) with
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the feedback95, but requires that system components be properly balanced103. At the
population level, the distribution of cells in the “on” and “off” states of a bistable culture
leads to an observed graded response to induction104,

105

. Therefore, we used flow

cytometry to obtain single cell measurements of our PFL cultures to determine if their
responses resulted in bistability. To optimize module readout, the original PFL1 and
PFL2 systems were modified by replacing GFPuv with a FACS-optimized GFP variant,
GFPmut2106. Our measurements showed no evidence of bistability, with increasing
inductions of OHHL resulting in graded unimodal responses (Figure 3.5). The responses
obtained from the flow cytometry measurements agreed well with those obtained at the
population level, with a slight decrease in the OHHL concentration at which the
responses of the PFLs became saturated. One major difference, however, was evident in
the growth of the GFPmut2 containing systems at high induction levels, which showed
substantial depressions compared to the GFPuv systems. This growth repression seemed
to be caused by increased cellular stress (see the discussion at the end of Section 3.3.3).

Figure 3.5: Single-cell measurements for the non-feedback circuit (A), PFL1 (B), and
PFL2 (C). Histograms show fluorescence distributions resulting from expression of the
GFPmut2 reporter for each culture at the specified induction level. Results are
representative of two replicate cultures.
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Determining the cause for the absence of bistability in the PFL samples requires a
thorough understanding of the processes that occur in the systems. The responses of the
PFLs are determined by the interactions between OHHL, LuxR, and PluxI. At each
induction level, the positive feedback on the LuxR protein will continually increase
expression from PluxI until the rate of LuxR expression is equal to LuxR degradation.
Limits to the expression rate of LuxR are the concentration of OHHL, and the number of
PluxI promoters. If feedback is weak, resulting in slow LuxR expression, bistability will
not occur. Alternatively, if the response of the system is imbalanced such that any
stimulus results in complete system activation, the low steady-state will be lost. The very
slight expression increase that was observed for the PFL2 samples compared to the PFL1
samples suggests that the response of PFL1 is close to the maximum expression level
determined at each induction level by the strength of interaction between LuxR and
OHHL. Due to this evidence of relatively strong feedback, the most likely cause of for
the absence of bistability in the PFLs is the loss of a low steady-state as a result of the
high natural sensitivity of the LuxR transcriptional activator107, and expression rates that
cause rapid accumulation of the LuxR transcriptional activator.

3.3.3 Enhancement of PFLs’ sensitivities with mutant LuxR proteins
To determine if the sensitivity of the PFLs could be increased, we used our library
of mutant LuxR proteins to enhance the strength of the activator component in the PFLs
and measured their responses (Figure 3.6). All of the mutant PFL1 and PFL2 modules
had higher sensitivities to OHHL with [OHHL]50 values that varied between 10 to 2.5fold less than those of the respective wild-type PFLs (Table 3.2). Except for Mut64, all of
the mutant PFL2s exhibited OHHL responses that were more sensitive than the mutant
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PFL1s, as well as improved saturation responses. The saturated responses of the mutant
PFL2 modules were similar to wild-type PFL2. In the absence of OHHL, all mutant and
wild-type PFLs had similar background level responses.

Figure 3.6: OHHL dose-responses of mutant PFL1 and PFL2 modules compared against
a reference wild-type PFL2. All measurements are averages from three replicate cultures
with error bars representing standard deviations.

Table 3.2: [OHHL]50 values for PFL1 and PFL2 modules. The [OHHL]50 value for the
non-feedback circuit was 79.9 ± 5.53.
[OHHL]50, PFL1 [OHHL]50, PFL2
WT
Mut64
Mut616
Mut620
Mut627

5.05 ± 0.30
2.08 ± 0.13
0.54 ± 0.04
1.41 ± 0.06
1.85 ± 0.04
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4.48 ± 0.34
1.65 ± 0.04
0.38 ± 0.02
0.96 ± 0.04
1.33 ± 0.06

The increased sensitivity of the mutant PFLs also carried over to their use as
components in the autoinduction circuits, resulting in lower induction points for the
mutant systems compared to the wild-type (Figure 3.7). While all the mutant responses
differed significantly from the wild-type, the response of Mut64, Mut620, and Mut627
were very similar to each other. Mut616 showed a very low induction point, with the
fluorescent responses of the measured Mut616 cultures showing almost continuous
activation.

Figure 3.7: Incorporation of the mutant and wild-type PFL2s into autoinduction circuit.
Results are the average fluorescent responses and ODs from three independent cultures.
Error bars represent standard deviations.
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The single-cell responses of the mutant PFLs agreed broadly with the populationlevel responses, with all of the mutant cultures having increased fluorescent responses in
comparison to the wild-type at the tested induction levels (Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9).
The responses also agreed with the single-cell responses of the wild-type PFLs, with the
mutant PFLs displaying graded unimodal responses. The absence of bistability in our
mutant PFLs despite their increased activities (stronger feedback) supports our
conclusion that bistability is absent in our PFLs due to the loss of the low steady-state.
Despite these general agreements, the single-cell responses differed from the populationlevel responses in a couple of important ways. Primarily, both the basal and saturated
fluorescence levels of the mutant PFLs were observed to increase in comparison to the
wild-type PFLs. The responses of the mutant PFL1 and PFL2 modules also had
significant differences from each other, with the PFL1s having higher fluorescence
responses and higher saturating OHHL concentrations than the PFL2s. Of the mutants,
only Mut616 did not show a clear saturated response in the PFL2 cultures.

Figure 3.8: Mean single-cell fluorescence measurements for the mutant PFL1 and PFL2
modules. Expression levels increased in a graded manner with OHHL induction for all of
the PFL1 (A) and PFL2 (B) cultures. Means were calculated by averaging fluorescent
responses of individual cells from two independently grown cultures.
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Figure 3.9: Histograms of the mutant PFL1 (A) and PFL2 (B) responses. Results are
representative of two replicate cultures.
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The difference in responses observed at the population- and single-cell levels can
be best attributed to cellular stress from the overproduction of the PFL-regulated luxR
and gfpmut2 genes. This is particularly true for the decreased fluorescence intensities
observed for the single-cell measurements of the PFL2 cultures, which showed the
greatest growth depression with some fully induced cultures only growing half as much
uninduced cultures (Figure 3.10). Both GFP and LuxR have been shown to form
aggregates when overexpressed108,
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, and the formation of inclusion body may have

caused the observed reductions in growth. As no growth repression was observed for
systems expressing GFPuv, or for expression of GFPmut2 from the non-feedback system,
the growth repression seems to be primarily a result of the rapid overexpression of
GFPmut2 that occurs in the PFL modules.
While increased cellular stress can explain the reduced responses of the PFL2
cultures at high inductions, it does not explain the increased basal expression levels that
were observed. The causes for the increased basal expression levels were not further
examined, but since they were only observed for the flow cytometry measurements they
may be an artifact of the measurement procedure.
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Figure 3.10: Growth repression for the PFL modules. PFL1s are shown as solid figures
and lines, while PFL2s are shown as empty figures and dotted lines using the same colors
and shapes as their respective PFL1 modules. Individual culture measurements are
normalized to the growth of that culture in the absence of induction. Results are the
average responses from three independent cultures with error bars representing standard
deviations.

3.3.4 Noise in the PFL modules
Fluorescence distributions for both the wild-type non-feedback and PFL cultures
were unimodal with the PFLs developing long tails towards lower fluorescence values at
OHHL inductions above 1 nM (Figure 3.9). Noise, as measured by the coefficients of
variation (CVs, ratio of standard deviation to the mean)41, differed between the PFL and
non-feedback systems. Noise measured for the wild-type PFLs followed a U-shaped trend
with minimum values that were similar to those measured for the non-feedback system
(Figure 3.11). This trend was observed for both wild-type PFL1 and PFL2 modules, with
PFL1 having increased noise at all of the measured inducer concentrations. In
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comparison, the non-feedback system had reduced noise that showed only a slight
decrease with system activation, and no increase nearing saturation (Figure 3.11, inset).

Figure 3.11: CVs for the PFL1 (A) and PFL2 (B) modules as a function of OHHL
concentration. Minimum noise levels of the mutant PFLs were similar to the nonfeedback control. CVs were calculated using single-cell fluorescent responses from two
independently grown cultures.

Apart from Mut616 (discussed below), noise levels and trends of the mutant PFLs
followed the same U-shaped trend of the wild-type PFLs, but had much steeper drops in
noise with induction. The mutant modules also had narrower wells with noise reaching
minimum values between 0.25 and 0.5 nM OHHL, and then rapidly rising again. Noise
levels at saturation were higher for the PFL2 cultures than the PFL1 cultures. Mut616 had
uniformly decreasing noise with induction similar to the non-feedback system, and did
not have significant differences in behavior between the PFL1 and PFL2 modules except
at 5 nM OHHL.
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The increased noise levels of the PFLs for the uninduced cultures and initial drop
upon induction are consistent with translational bursting for which increased
transcriptional activity results in reduced protein production variations41. This behavior
was observed for both the PFL and non-feedback systems, supporting its general nature.
In contrast, the increased noise observed at higher system activations was unique to the
feedback cultures and was also not observed for simple models of the PFLs (see
Appendix B). The induction level above which noise increased in the PFLs was related to
the growth repression that occurred for the GFPmut2 expressing systems. This
relationship is supported by the more dramatic increase in noise with induction level that
was observed for the PFL2 cultures in comparison to the PFL1 cultures, which agrees
with the stronger growth repression observed for these cultures (Figure 3.10). Noticeable
growth repression, however, did not occur for the PFL1s until after noise had already
began to increase. To further determine the relationship between noise and growth
repression, we tested a PFL1 module containing a LuxR mutant with decreased
sensitivity to OHHL (Mut62-). The Mut62- PFL showed greatly reduced sensitivity to
OHHL, with the response becoming saturated at ~250 nM OHHL (Figure 3.12), and no
evidence of growth repression. Despite its decreased sensitivity, noise levels of the
Mut62- PFL demonstrated a similar trend to the other PFLs (Figure 3.11, inset). These
results show that the U-shaped trend in noise was caused by the architecture of the LuxR
PFLs and that while noise was increased in the presence of stress caused by
overexpression of the components of the PFLs, cellular stress was not the only factor in
determining the shape of the response.
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Figure 3.12: Response histograms for induction of the Mut62- PFL1 with OHHL. Results
are representative of two replicate cultures.

3.3.5 Kinetic studies
The expression of GFPuv from PFL1 and the reference non-feedback system was
used to determine how the PFL architecture influenced the dynamic properties of LuxR
regulation. The PFL1 modules were used due to a greater difference in their initial
responses from non-feedback systems than the PFL2 modules. GFPuv is a commonly
used detectable marker for gene expression, and while it has a delay in fluorescence
development due to the time required for chromophore formation, this delay is constant
(~95 min), and does not distort the underlying system dynamics110, 111. In addition to the
use of GFPuv, a minimum bioassay media was also used for the kinetic studies to
minimize the effect of cell growth on the fluorescent measurements100.
The induction responses of the PFL1 cultures were much more sensitive to OHHL
than the non-feedback system, in agreement with other results. The PFL1s responded to
OHHL induction as low as 0.25 nM, and showed full induction at 2.5 nM OHHL (Figure
3.13A). Measurable activation of PluxI did not occur immediately upon OHHL addition
for the PFL1 cultures at inductions below 1 nM. Instead, the fluorescent responses
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developed over time with the length of time before a detectable amount of GFP was
produced dependent on the induction level. The non-feedback system first showed
induction at 2.5 nM OHHL and had more rapid initial responses than the PFLs at OHHL
inductions above 5 nM. After the initial induction period, the PFL1s showed continuing
increases in the rate of GFPuv expression that were not present for the non-feedback
system. To quantify the differences between the PFL1 and non-feedback systems, the
fluorescent responses were fit with second-order polynomials that were then
differentiated to find the change in the rate of system induction with time. The PFL1
cultures showed almost a 2-fold increase in the rate of system induction over the nonfeedback cultures for low OHHL inductions (Figure 3.13B). As OHHL induction
increased, the differences between the changes in the activation rates of the non-feedback
and PFL1 systems decreased. This decrease was a result of decreased changes in the
activation rates for the PFL1s and increased changes for the non-feedback systems.

Figure 3.13: Dynamic responses of PFL1 to OHHL induction. (A) Fluorescence
development of PFL1 and non-feedback control. Lag in fluorescence development is a
result of the time needed for GFP chromophore formation. (B) Calculated rates of
activation for PFL1 and non-feedback systems. All measurements are averages from four
replicate cultures with error bars representing standard deviations.
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The induction studies of the PFL1s at small quantities of OHHL showed that
activation of PluxI was not immediately detectable with GFPuv, but instead developed
over time. From these results, it is clear that activation of PluxI at levels below that
detectable by GFPuv allowed for LuxR to accumulate to levels where GFPuv expression
is measurable. At inductions above 1 nM the rate of feedback increased and LuxR
accumulation occurred faster, with initial responses occurring almost immediately after
induction. Activation of the non-feedback system always occurred immediately for
activating concentrations of OHHL as constitutive expression from the Para-1/lac promoter
resulted in constant LuxR levels. Because of this constant level of LuxR, the response of
the non-feedback control was initially faster than the PFL1 response at OHHL levels
above 5 nM as it took longer for the PFL-regulated LuxR to accumulate to similar levels.
Interestingly, our results showed that the rates of activation for the PFL1s decreased
slightly with OHHL induction above 5 nM. This suggests that gene overexpression
caused a lag in the response of the PFL1 cultures at high OHHL inductions.
All of the mutant PFL1s showed increased sensitivities to OHHL in comparison
to the wild-type systems. The fluorescent responses between the mutant PFL1s only
showed significant differences at low induction levels. At inductions above 1 nM OHHL,
all of the mutant systems demonstrated identical responses within experimental error
(Figure 3.14). At inductions below 1 nM, Mut616 had the highest fluorescence levels and
the greatest activation rates of all the tested mutants.
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Figure 3.14: Rates of activation for the mutant PFL1s. All measurements are averages
from four replicate cultures with error bars representing standard deviations.

3.4 Conclusions and perspective
The PFLs described in this chapter represent well-defined synthetic modules that
can be used in the construction of complex genetic circuits. These modules have many
advantages, the most important of which are their high sensitivities to the OHHL
signaling molecule and simple structures that allow for their easy implementation. The
high sensitivities of the feedback loops, coupled with the ability to stringently control
their responses, make them attractive alternatives to previously constructed genetic
circuits for the efficient regulation and amplification of gene expression92, 112, 113. Their
high sensitivities also increase the cost effectiveness of their use for industrial
applications when the systems are induced exogenously. More excitingly, the PFLs can
be incorporated as module in autoinduction circuits co-expressing the LuxI OHHL
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synthase to bypass the need to exogenously add OHHL. While bistability was not
observed for these modules, their graded responses allow for their activities to be
modulated over a large range making them attractive for applications that require
regulatable gene expression, such as metabolic engineering114. Finally, quorum-sensing
components homologous to those used to construct the positive feedback loops have been
used to construct functional genetic switches in mammalian and human cells115,
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,

suggesting potential application of these loops in gene therapy and tissue engineering113,
117

.
Incorporation of the mutant LuxR proteins into the PFLs resulted in systems with

increased sensitivities to OHHL demonstrating the ability to tune these modules. To a
large degree, the mutant proteins acted only on the sensitivity of the systems, shifting
their responses and causing response saturation to occur at lower OHHL concentrations.
The Mut616 PFLs, however, did display some beneficial properties in comparison to the
other PFLs. Most apparent was the noise characteristics of the Mut616 PFLs, which were
similar to the properties of the reference non-feedback system. In addition, the Mut616
PFLs had broader induction ranges, higher maximum expression levels, and faster rates
of activation than the other systems. These properties suggest that Mut616 not only
increased the sensitivity of the PFLs, but also decreased the burden on the cell from
overexpression.
The great amount of interest in the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system has lead to
the study of additional feedback loops including the LuxR protein and rearrangements of
the natural quorum-sensing system53, 118. These studies focused on determining how the
architecture of the native LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system influenced response
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behavior, and if feedback present in the system could lead to bistability. The results from
these studies showed that bistability was possible for co-expression of LuxR and LuxI
from PluxI53, or in the presence of strong feedback on LuxR by its native promoter (PluxR)
and exogenous induction118. The first set of results show how bistability could be
established in our systems by co-expression of LuxI from PluxI, which we did not examine
in our initial work. The second set of results is interesting in that the systems studied
closely resemble ours, but rely on expression from PluxR. Since complete activation of
PluxR by LuxR has been reported to be 20-fold less than LuxR activation of PluxI119, these
results do not contradict our own showing that stronger expression from PluxI results in
the system losing its lower stable state due to the system becoming imbalanced. These
additional studies also emphasize the importance of carefully tuning the expression levels
and activities of regulatory proteins due to their large impact on module function.
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CHAPTER 4
CONSTRUCTION AND ENGINEERING OF A GENETIC AND LOGIC GATE

4.1 Introduction
The PFLs discussed in Chapter 3 were effective at changing the sensitivity of the
quorum-sensing response, but not its form. In constructing our second circuit we were
interested in creating a system that could program a more complex cellular response. In
particular, we were interested in determining how the coupling that occurs between
cellular components allows natural systems to integrate multiple inputs to increase the
specificity of environmental responses120,

121

, and how we could construct a synthetic

module composed of the quorum-sensing components that could replicate this behavior.
Depending on their complexity, natural regulatory systems can include components that
function at the transcriptional122 and post-transcriptional levels123, 124. In many systems,
these components act to perform logical functions that are roughly analogous to those
performed by traditional logic gates in electrical circuits, and can be described using
Boolean operators such as AND and OR. The prevalence of these logic gates in genetic
regulatory systems has prompted the creation of artificial circuits demonstrating diverse
logical functions both to understand how logical responses are derived in natural
networks, and as modules for the creation of artificial circuits with increased
complexities65, 125-128.
Logical AND responses are particularly common in biological networks, and
studies have identified various mechanisms by which cells implement AND logic129, 130.
As part of the effort to classify these natural genetic logic gates and generate novel gates
for use in synthetic circuits, a variety of logical AND gates have been constructed using
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unique

regulatory

mechanisms

including

chemical

complementation131,

post-

transcriptional regulation65, and allosteric control130. While the complexities of these
systems vary greatly, it has also been shown that AND logic can be obtained in a minimal
module consisting of an individual promoter regulated by two transcription factors132. A
benefit of this simplified architecture is that it should allow for the easy construction of
novel AND gates by the incorporation of additional cis-regulatory regions into target
promoters. Applying this design principle to PluxI, we have created a minimal AND gate
based on a hybrid luxI-lacO promoter (PluxI-lacO). The promoter incorporates a lac
operator site (lacO) adjacent to the PluxI regulatory region, which results in coupling of
the activities for the LacI repressor and LuxR activator. As was discussed in Chapter 1,
the interest in the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system has resulted in the generation of a
small number of hybrid promoters based on PluxI that are controlled by multiple
transcriptional regulators35, 48. However, to our knowledge, the logical properties of these
hybrid promoters have never been explored. In addition, screening of a combinatorial
promoter library failed to identify any functional hybrid promoters containing the luxI
and lac regulatory regions49. In this chapter, we demonstrate the construction,
engineering, and detailed characterizations of such a genetic AND gate.
In comparison to the PFL modules described in Chapter 3, the construction and
optimization of the genetic AND gate posed a more complicated problem. Therefore, we
relied on predictions from a simple mathematical model to aid in the selection of the
critical components when attempting to design and optimize the module. While this
model did not include all of the molecular interactions occurring in the AND gate, it
provided significant detail to predict key interactions that we were then able to change
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using our library of mutant LuxR proteins. As such, the work presented here
demonstrates the utility of coupling mathematical modeling with diverse mutant
component libraries in the optimization of module function, as we were able to rapidly
improve the responses of our AND gate after a simple screening of our mutant library for
the desired properties predicted in our model.

4.2 Material and methods
4.2.1 Bacterial strains, media, and culture conditions
All of the strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are given in Table 4.1.
A list of the commonly used media and reagents, along with their suppliers, can be found
in Appendix A. E. coli strain TOP10F' was used for all cloning, plasmid construction,
and expression experiments. The strain was cultured in LB media at 37˚C with shaking,
or on LB agar plates. Media was supplemented with kanamycin and chloramphenicol as
appropriate. LuxR was induced using OHHL, and LacI was repressed using IPTG.
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Table 4.1: Strains, plasmids and primers used in Chapter 4.
E. coli Strains
Genotype
Top10F'

F'[lacIq Tn10(tetR)] mcrA ∆(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) φ80lacZ∆M15 ∆lacX74
deoR nupG recA1 araD139 ∆(ara-leu)7697 galU galK rpsL(StrR) endA1 λ-

Plasmids

Description/Replication of Origin/Resistance

Reference

pbla-LuxR
pbla-RI
pluxI-lacO-GFPm2
pUC19
pluxI-GFPuv
pluxI-GFPm2
plac-LuxR
pLuxRI

Pbla:LuxR / p15A / Kan+
Pbla:LuxR,LuxI / p15A / Kan+
PluxI-lacO:GFPmut2 / ColE1 / Cam+
Plac:LacZα / pMB1 (mutant) / Amp+
PluxI:GFPuv / ColE1 / Cam+
PluxI:GFPmut2 / ColE1 / Cam+
Plac\ara-1:LuxR / p15A / Kan+
Plac\ara-1:LuxR,LuxI / p15A / Kan+

This study
This study
This study
Invitrogen
Chapter 3
Chapter 3
Chapter 2

Primers

Sequence (5'-3')*
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PluxI-F: AatII
PluxI-lacO-R: HindIII

ACGGACGTCAGTCCTTTGATTCTAATAAATTGG
ATTAAGCTTGGAATTGTTATCCGCTCACAATTCCATTCGACTATAAC
AAACC
Pbla-F: XhoI
TATCTCGAGCAGGTGGCACTTTTCG
Pbla-R: EcoRI
GCGGAATTCTTTCAATATTATTGAAGC
PluxI-F: AatII
CAAGACGTCAGTCCTTTGATTCTAATAAATTGG
*Sequences that are complementary to the target sequence are underlined. Restriction sites are
shown in bold. lacO is shown italics.

4.2.2 Plasmid construction
Maps for the plasmids constructed in this chapter are given in Figure 4.1. To
establish AND logic, all of our systems used LuxR expressed constitutively from a
plasmid-borne β-lactamase promoter (pbla-LuxR), and LacI expressed constitutively
from the F′ episome of E. coli strain TOP10F′. Reporter plasmid pluxI-lacO-GFPmut2
was constructed by amplifying PluxI from plasmid pluxI-GFPuv using primers PluxI-F and
PluxI-lacO-R. PluxI-lacO was then inserted into the AatII and HindIII restriction sites of
plasmid pluxI-GFPm2, completely replacing wild-type PluxI. Plasmid pbla-LuxR was
constructed by amplifying the Pbla promoter region from plasmid pUC19 using primers
Pbla-F and Pbla-R, followed by insertion into plasmid plac-LuxR using the XhoI and
EcoRI restriction sites. Insertion of the Pbla promoter replaced the native Plac/ara-1
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promoter of plac-LuxR. Construction of pbla-RI and the pbla-LuxR mutant plasmids was
done in an identical manner starting with pLuxRI or plac-LuxR plasmids containing the
mutant proteins.

Figure 4.1: Plasmids used to implement the AND logic gate.

4.2.3 Fluorescent quantification of AND gate response
TOP10F′ E. coli were cotransformed, by electroporation, with the pluxI-lacOGFPm2 and the pbla-LuxR or pbla-LuxR mutant plasmids. Control experiments and
measurement of the dose-responses for the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins used
plasmid pluxI-GFPmut2 in place of pluxI-lacO-GFPmut2. For both the fluorimetry and
flow cytometry measurements, cultures were grown overnight (~15 hrs) from single
colonies in LB media at 37˚C and 225 RPM with appropriate antibiotics for selection. 2
mL growth cultures were then inoculated 1:200 from the overnight cultures, and induced
with OHHL (0-3 µM) and IPTG (0-100 µM) upon reaching early exponential phase
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(OD595≈0.3). Following induction, cultures were grown for an additional 4 hours after
which the cells were pelleted and resuspended in sterilized PBS.
After resuspension in PBS, 200 µL aliquots of each sample were transferred to
clear-bottomed 96-well plates (COSTAR). Fluorescence was measured using a
SpectraMax GEMINI XS microplate spectrofluorometer (excitation: 481 nm/emission:
507 nm). Fluorescence values were corrected for differences in cell density using OD595
measurements (Bio-Tek µQuant Universal Microplate Spectrophotometer). All
measurements used to compare the responses of PluxI and PluxI-lacO were done on the same
day. The dose-response curves for the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins were from
data collected on the same day, and were representative of measurements done on
multiple days. Measurements for the generation of surface plots for the mutant systems
were repeated on multiple days, with an average day-to-day variation of less than 15%.

4.2.4 Flow cytometry
Resuspended PBS samples were analyzed using a BD LSR II flow cytometer to
measure the single cell responses of the AND gate cultures. 20,000 events were collected
for each sample using the low flow setting. FCSExtract software (E. Glynn, Stowe’s
Institute for Medical Research) was used to convert flow-cytometry standard data files to
ASCII, and data analysis was done in Excel. The data was gated to a narrow range of
forward- and side-scattering measurements to minimize fluorescence variability caused
by debris and cell aggregates. Statistics were calculated using 10,000 events randomly
selected from the gated populations.
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4.2.5 Autoinduction studies of AND gate responses
Autoinduction circuits incorporating the AND gate module were constructed by
co-transforming E. coli Top10F’ with the pbla-RI and pluxI-lacO-GFPmut2 plasmids.
125 mL growth cultures were inoculated with a 200-fold dilution from overnights and
grown at 30°C and 180 RPM in the presence of 1 mM IPTG. Fluorescence and OD
measurements were taken at regular intervals after an initial growth period of 2 hours,
with a minimum time of 30 minutes between samples during the exponential phase. The
methods used to take the fluorescence and OD measurements were analogous to those
described above for the steady-state measurements.

4.2.6 Mathematical model
A model describing the hybrid promoter was derived from mass balance equations
detailing the interactions of PluxI-lacO with the LuxR and LacI transcriptional regulators.
The model uses standard simplifying assumptions, and has a similar structure to previous
models based on the lac operon127. Specifically, the following assumptions were made:
(1) All reactions are at equilibrium. (2) Concentrations of LuxR and LacI are constant
and independent of growth conditions. (3) Binding of LuxR and LacI to PluxI-lacO does not
affect free protein concentrations. (4) Inducer concentrations are constant. (5) LuxR and
LacI bind PluxI-lacO competitively. Induction of LuxR by OHHL was assumed to follow
Michaelis-Menten kinetics and has the form: Activator = [Activator]/[LuxRtotal] =
O/(1+2O), where O = [OHHL]/KA, and KA is the dissociation constant for OHHL binding
to LuxR. Similarly, deactivation of LacI binding by IPTG has the form: Repressor =
[LacI]/[LacItotal] = 1/(1+I), where I = [IPTG]/KI. With these assumptions, the original set
of differential equations can be simplified to (see Appendix C):
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which describes expression of the GFPmut2 protein (G) from PluxI-lacO with R =
[LuxRtotal]/KBA, and L = [LacItotal]/KBL. KBA and KBL are the dissociation constants for
binding of PluxI-lacO by active LuxR and LacI, respectively. β (>1) and ρ (<1) are rate
modifiers of the expression term, ε, for the activator and repressor bound states,
respectively. Fitting of the model to the experimental data was done in MATLAB using
the lsqcurvefit function, with a normalized root mean squared error for the best fit
parameters of ~20%. The effects of parameter variation on the responses of the model
were determined by altering the best fit parameters between -25% and +25% of their
initial values.

4.3 Results and discussion
4.3.1 Design and measurement of the wild-type AND gate
The design of our minimal AND gate focuses on altering the natural
transcriptional regulatory properties of PluxI by adding lacO downstream of the native -10
site (Figure 4.2). The addition of lacO results in combined transcriptional control of the
hybrid promoter by LuxR, which activates transcription by binding to the lux box and
recruiting RNA polymerase (RNAP)24; and LacI, which binds to lacO and sterically
prohibits binding by RNAP133. The recruitment of RNAP by LuxR and the binding of
LacI are predicted to be competitive as studies have shown that the LuxR-RNAP
complex extends ~20 bp downstream of PluxI25, and thus, would overlap the lacO site in
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PluxI-lacO. The general design of this module has been proposed previously for the
generation of AND logic132, and closely resembles the natural lac operon of E. coli127, 134.

Figure 4.2: Structure of PluxI-lacO. Activation occurs through binding of the LuxR-OHHL
complex to the lux box while LacI binding to lacO represses transcription.

We explored the logical properties of PluxI-lacO by measuring the expression of a
mutant of the green fluorescent protein106 while controlling the activities of constitutively
expressed LuxR and LacI through exogenous addition of OHHL and IPTG. LuxR is
unable to bind to PluxI in the absence of OHHL, preventing transcriptional activation25.
Conversely, the affinity of LacI for the lacO site is reduced to background levels upon
binding of IPTG135. Therefore, the activity of PluxI-lacO is high in the presence of OHHL
and IPTG, and low when either inducer is absent (Figure 4.3A). Comparison of PluxI-lacO
to native PluxI shows that in addition to establishing AND logic, insertion of the lacO site
also resulted in reduced total expression levels. Similar decreases in expression were also
observed for cells lacking the lac repressor, suggesting the decreased expression resulted
from altered rates of transcription from the hybrid promoter. Despite the decreased total
expression level, the expression capacity, defined as the ratio between the active and
inactive expression, was increased from ~13-fold for PluxI to ~20-fold for PluxI-lacO. Single-
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cell measurements confirmed the behaviors observed at the population level and showed
distinct monomodal responses for each induction (Figure 4.3B).

Figure 4.3: Comparison of PluxI-lacO to PluxI. (A) Promoter activities measured by
expression of GFPmut2 in the presence and absence of 100 µM IPTG and 3 µM OHHL.
(B) Single-cell responses of the promoters measured using flow cytometry. Inductions
were as in (A). All fluorescence values are averages from four replicate cultures, with
error bars representing standard deviations.
Testing of the AND gate as a component of a LuxI+ autoinduction circuit showed
that the logical AND response was preserved in the presence of constitutively synthesized
OHHL (Figure 4.4). The decrease in the activated expression level for PluxI-lacO in
comparison to PluxI was also apparent, with the response of the AND gate containing
autoinduction circuit showing a reduced response in comparison to the standard circuit.
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Figure 4.4: Response of autoinduction circuit incorporating the AND gate module. The
responses from two independent cultures induced with 1000 µM IPTG are shown (empty
and filled diamonds) along with a non-induced culture and a reference circuit containing
PluxI.
A more detailed characterization of the AND gate’s responses were achieved by
measuring the activation of the module at 24 different inducer combinations comprising 4
different OHHL concentrations ranging between 0-3 µM, and 6 IPTG concentrations
ranging between 0.1-100 µM (Figure 4.5). The response was dominated by a single
activated plateau at high concentrations of OHHL and IPTG with an increase in
expression of ~20-fold. Neither inducer showed a significant response in the absence of
the second inducer with fluorescence levels only increasing by ~2-fold (Table 4.3).
Higher inductions of OHHL or IPTG did not significantly increase expression.
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Figure 4.5: Surface plot of AND gate response. The logical properties of the AND gate
are characterized by comparing fold-inductions for the active state (IV) to each of the
following inactive states: repressed basal expression (I, -IPTG/-OHHL), non-repressed
basal expression (II, +IPTG/-OHHL), and repressed active expression (III, IPTG/+OHHL).

The AND gate differed in the form of its responses to induction with OHHL at set
concentrations of IPTG, and induction with IPTG at set OHHL concentrations. For IPTG,
the response was sigmoidal (hill coefficient of ~1.5) with an activation threshold of ~5
µM in the absence of OHHL. In comparison, induction with OHHL was hyperbolic (hill
coefficient of ~1) with a measurable response occurring after 0.01 µM (Figure 4.6).
Interdependency was also apparent for induction with OHHL and IPTG, with each
inducer’s effective activation threshold decreasing in the presence of high concentrations
of the second inducer. While this interdependency decreased the activation thresholds of
each inducer, no significant change was observed in the shapes of the induction curves
for different levels of co-induction.
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Figure 4.6: Dose-response curves for the wild-type AND gate at low OHHL
concentrations. Fluorescence values are averages from two replicate cultures, with error
bars representing standard deviations.

The logical nature of the AND gate is dependent on its ability to process signals
and produce a clear “ON” response only when both inputs are present. As our design
relies on the coupling of a repressor-activator pair, the main determinants of its logic are
low basal expression from PluxI-lacO in the absence of activation by LuxR, and strong
repression of activated expression by LacI. The ability of LacI to repress activation of
PluxI-lacO by LuxR is determined by interactions between LacI, LuxR, and RNAP. In the
limit of independent recruitment of RNAP by LuxR and independent repression of RNAP
by LacI, the response of the AND gate would be a simple product of the individual
responses132. Since the response curves for dual induction changed with induction level,
as evidenced by the changing threshold levels and slopes of activation, our results
indicate that binding of LuxR and recruitment of RNAP competes with the binding of
LacI at PluxI-lacO. It is also seen that the binding of LuxR and LacI to PluxI-lacO is well-
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balanced, as LacI is able to repress activation by LuxR even in the presence of saturating
amounts of OHHL.

4.3.2 Prediction of critical parameters for the logical responses of the genetic AND
gate
The AND gate’s responses were effectively captured by a steady-state model of
the binding of LuxR and LacI to PluxI-lacO (see Section 4.2.6). We used this model to
explore the logical properties of the AND gate by breaking its response into three logical
properties: the ratio of the activated to inactive response in the absence of both inducers,
and the ratios of the activated to inactive responses when each inducer is present
individually128. These states are defined in Figure 4.5. We then determined the influence
of each of the model’s parameters on these logical properties by varying each parameter
individually from a set of best-fit values (Table 4.2). The results of this parameter
variation are shown in Figure 4.7.

Table 4.2: Best-fit parameter values for wild-type AND gate.
Parameter Description
Ε
Β
R
KA (nM)
Ρ
L
KI (µM)

Expression rate
Expression rate modifier for active expression
Lumped LuxR term
OHHL dissociation constant
Expression rate modifier for repressed expression
Lumped LacI term
IPTG dissociation constant
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Value
131
24
5
2394
0.66
1223
0.015

Figure 4.7: Alteration of logical properties through parameter variation.

The parameter variation shows that the overall logic of the AND gate is most
sensitive to the rate modifier for activated expression (β in the model) with increased
transcriptional activation leading to the improvement of all three logical properties. The
total levels of the LuxR protein also had positive effects on all three logical properties,
though the effect on the logic between the active state and the repressed active state
(IV/III) was small. In comparison to the properties of the LuxR protein, the model
predicts that decreasing leaky expression from the repressed states (ρ in the model) by
increasing the activity of LacI should result in substantial increases in logic between
these states and the active state (IV/I and IV/III), but minimally affect the logic between
the non-repressed basal state and the active state (IV/II). The remaining parameters,
describing the cellular levels of LacI and the inducer affinities of LuxR and LacI, were
also shown to alter the logical properties of the AND gate, but with greatly reduced
sensitivities. Using these results, we predicted that the overall logic of the AND gate
could be most easily improved using LuxR mutants that showed increased rates of
transcriptional activation from PluxI, or that resulted in higher intracellular protein levels
due to increased expression or stability.
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4.3.3 Implementation of model predictions using LuxR mutant library
To test the model predictions, we used our existing library mutant LuxR proteins
(Chapter 2). From our original quantification of the LuxR mutant’s activities (Figure 2.3)
we already knew that some of the mutants displayed increased activities at saturating
OHHL concentrations. However, to ensure that this property was retained when the
mutants were expressed from Pbla we retested each of the mutants in simple
transcriptional circuits composed of the pbla-LuxR and pluxI-GFPm2 plasmids. The
results from this analysis confirmed the increased activities of the mutants at low OHHL
concentrations, and also showed that Mut64, Mut616, and Mut620 increased the total
expression levels from PluxI at saturating OHHL concentrations (Figure 4.8). The fourth
mutant, Mut627, showed reduced activity compared to the wild type at saturating OHHL
concentrations. Extending the definitions of the model to these simple systems, the
increased expression levels from PluxI observed for Mut64, Mut616, and Mut620 would
be a result of increased transcriptional activation (β) by the mutant proteins in the limit of
saturated binding to PluxI. Therefore, our modeling results predicted that incorporation of
any of these three mutants should result in improved logical responses for the AND gate.
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Figure 4.8: Dose-response curves of the wild-type and mutant LuxR proteins.
Fluorescence values are averages from two replicate cultures, with error bars representing
standard deviations.

As predicted, the incorporation of Mut64, Mut616, and Mut620 resulted in
improved logical properties for the mutant AND gates compared to the wild type (Figure
4.9A). Incorporation of Mut627 into the AND gate resulted in decreased logical
properties and is not shown. The surface plots for the AND gates incorporating Mut64,
Mut616, and Mut620 are shown in Figure 4.9B-D. All of the mutant modules showed
similar trends to the wild-type AND gate, retaining a hyperbolic response curve, but had
increased expression levels for the OHHL induced states (note different scale for wildtype and mutant axes). The degree of increased expression was dependent on IPTG
induction, with larger relative increases occurring at IPTG concentrations above the
activation threshold level. This resulted in an increased logical response between the
repressed active (III) and active (IV) expression levels, as the active state had a larger
relative increase in expression over the repressed active state (Figure 4.9A and Table
4.3). No significant increases in expression were observed in the absence of OHHL,
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resulting in improved logical responses between the active (IV) and two inactive basal
expression states (I and II).

Figure 4.9: Logical properties (A) and surface plots (B-D) of mutant AND gates. Error
bars represent standard deviations for fold-inductions measured on two separate days.

Table 4.3: Comparison of GFP expression levels for induction of wild-type PluxI and
AND gates. Inductions were 3 µM for OHHL, and 100 µM for IPTG. Fluorescence levels
are corrected for cellular growth (Fluorescence/OD595) and are the averages of two
replicate cultures.
System
Inductions
PluxI
AND Gates
Wild-type
Mut64
Mut616
Mut620

-IPTG/-OHHL
427 ± 47

+IPTG/-OHHL
431 ± 30

-IPTG/+OHHL
4817 ± 484

+IPTG/+OHHL
5489 ± 768

83 ± 8
97 ± 10
85 ± 5
92 ± 1

126 ± 10
147 ± 7
121 ± 4
136 ± 4

187 ± 26
199 ± 6
208 ± 7
252 ± 30

1735 ± 114
2555 ± 142
2890 ± 141
2567 ± 127
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In obtaining improved logical properties through implementation of the LuxR
mutants, we have shown that it is possible to rationally optimize the AND gate by
altering the activity of one of its transcription factors. This is an important result as
optimization of the AND gate’s logic requires increasing the relative expression level of
the AND response while maintaining the balance of the two regulatory factors so one
regulator does not become dominant. This was achieved by increasing the activated
expression levels from PluxI-lacO without significantly increasing expression of the inactive
or repressed active expression states. In showing that the lac repressor was able to
adequately repress the increased activities of the LuxR mutants, our results agree with
those of previous studies that have shown that repression dominates activation at
combinatorial promoters49, 136.
The availability of our LuxR mutants greatly aided the improvement of our AND
gate, as it allowed us to rapidly identify mutants with the desired properties. In
identifying these mutants it is noted that the original directed evolution library was
designed and screened for mutants with general increases in activity, and not specific
properties. The resulting diversity of the recovered mutants allowed us to identify those
with the desired property of increased activities in the presence of saturating OHHL
concentrations, and made it unnecessary to create a new mutant library. While it is
predicted that the increased activities of the LuxR mutants, and the resulting increased
logical properties of the AND gate, are largely a result of increased rates of
transcriptional activation, the current classification of the mutant proteins does not allow
for identification of the exact properties of each of the mutants. Therefore, it is possible
that additional properties of the LuxR mutants, such as increased expression levels or
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increased affinity for OHHL, could contribute to the increased logical properties of the
mutant AND gates.

4.4 Conclusions and perspective
We have constructed a genetic module that functions as a logical AND gate using
a hybrid promoter and constitutively expressed luxR and lacI genes. The module shows a
clear logical AND response for induction with OHHL, which activates LuxR causing
expression from PluxI-lacO, and IPTG, which inactivates LacI relieving repression of PluxIlacO.

The responses of our AND gate are well-described by a simple steady-state

mathematical model, which we used to explore the effects of each parameter on the
logical properties of the AND gate. Using predictions from this analysis we were able to
improve the logical properties of the wild-type AND gate using a set of mutant LuxR
proteins that resulted in increased expression levels from PluxI-lacO.
Along with their logical properties the differences between the responses of the
genetic AND gates to OHHL and IPTG are important determinants for how the systems
will behave when incorporated into genetic networks. In sigmoidal responses, such as
those observed for the responses of the AND gates to IPTG, ultrasensitivity to the input
allows for the filtering of noise in genetic networks137, and can create bistability95,

138

.

These properties are critical in the construction of artificial genetic networks because the
individual components must be able to reliably process noisy inputs and produce specific
outputs for the next component in the network. In comparison, hyperbolic or graded
responses such as those observed for induction of the AND gates with OHHL are
susceptible to noise as small changes to the input can result in responses that are
intermediate to the “on” or “off” states. These intermediate responses negatively impact
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the robustness of a network because large variations in the output of a component could
result in the failure of other network components. Therefore, in comparison to our current
AND gate, which only shows weak ultrasensitivity for induction with IPTG, an ideal
AND gate would have highly ultrasensitive responses to both of its inputs. Despite this
apparent limitation, the effects of noise on the functionality of the AND gates are
expected to be minimized by the clear distinctions between the logical states.
The incorporation of the LuxR mutant proteins resulted in a maximum
improvement of logic for the mutant AND gates of ~1.5-fold when compared to the wildtype. Similar alterations of logic have been achieved in studies of the lac operon by
introducing multiple mutations in the cis-regulatory region of the lac promoter128. In
comparison to the wild-type promoter, which exhibited a response that was partly ORlike, the mutated promoters displayed pure AND logic. The engineering of ribosome
binding sites has also been used to improve the output of a logic AND gate65, though this
approach is unlikely to enhance the properties of a minimal AND gate as both basal and
maximal expression levels will be altered concomitantly. In comparison to these studies,
which focus on the alteration of the cis-regulatory region, our results show that module
function can be rapidly and rationally improved by using mutant regulators generated by
directed evolution. The advantages of this approach are that relatively complex
interactions, such as those that occur for LuxR in our genetic AND gate, can be altered
rapidly without a complete knowledge of the individual interactions. The ability to
rapidly optimize components to fit specified designed parameters will be of increasing
importance as the complexity of artificial networks increases and each component is
subject to an increasing number of interactions. Therefore, the method we illustrate here
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will be of great utility in the creation and optimization of components that are to be
incorporated into complex genetic circuits.
Finally, using combinatorial techniques it has been shown that distinct cis
operator regions can be joined to quickly form promoters that demonstrate AND or OR
logic49,

139

. Components necessary for more diverse logical responses including NOR,

XOR, and EQU have also been identified in a number of theoretical studies132,

140

.

Combined with our results, it is apparent that the construction and optimization of a
diverse array of logical genetic modules could be achieved in a straightforward manner.
Having a selection of these modules would allow for the simultaneous monitoring and
processing of various environmental cues, such as pH, osmolarity, temperature, and light.
Moreover, the fine-tuning of each module for use in specific applications could be
achieved by using directed evolution to alter the properties of their individual
components. The extension of these techniques to additional quorum-sensing promoters
would be of particular interest, as the natural diversity and intercellular signaling
capabilities of quorum-sensing systems would allow for the creation of complex multicomponent networks that function at the population level. Specificity in each of the
individual components could be achieved using independent quorum-sensing systems
(e.g. LuxI/R and RhlI/R) coupled to unique repressors. The potential diversity of these
modules would also benefit from the ability to turn quorum-sensing activators into
repressors by repositioning their binding sites to overlap the RNAP binding region50. This
flexibility would allow for the construction of novel logic modules incorporating both
activators and repressors that are capable of processing intercellular signals and help
advance the construction of more complex circuits.
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CHAPTER 5
DYNAMIC RESPONSES OF A COUPLED FEEDBACK MODULE

5.1 Introduction
Biological networks are capable of generating surprisingly robust oscillatory
responses despite the inherently noisy cellular environment. In attempting to understand
how natural networks are able to generate such robust responses researchers have
discovered that many of these networks, including those that govern circadian rhythms141,
cell-cycle progression142, 143, and inflammation through the NF-κB signaling pathway144,
145

, contain both positive and negative feedback loops with coupled activities. While the

role of negative feedback in the generation of oscillatory responses has been known for a
long time146, the role that positive feedback plays in these systems is still being
uncovered142. The study of naturally occurring oscillatory networks, however, is greatly
complicated by their complexity, with each network containing multiple regulators that
show varying degrees of feedback and coupling143, 147, 148. This complexity results in an
incomplete understanding of all the interactions occurring inside these networks, limiting
the conclusions that can be drawn about the overall role and properties of the coupled
feedback loops that result in the generation of robust oscillations.
In an attempt to circumvent the inherent complexity of natural systems,
researchers have focused on trying to identify the essential properties of a few minimal
coupled positive-negative feedback loop circuits, which can then be used as a basis to
determine the general activities of coupled loops in full regulatory networks. These works
have included detailed theoretical investigations of coupled positive-negative feedback
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circuits that have determined that even simple systems composed of a single positive and
single negative feedback loop are capable of demonstrating increased tunability and
robustness in comparison to oscillatory systems based on negative feedback alone118, 149,
150

. While such investigations have also derived relationships for the properties of the

coupled feedback loop circuits that are required for oscillations151-154, a more thorough
understanding of the design principles of these motifs can be obtained through the
construction and alteration of a number of well-defined systems to determine how these
properties are realized for actual biological networks. This need has been partial met by
the current generation of synthetic oscillatory circuits that have been constructed44, 155-157,
which have greatly improved our basic understanding of how robust biological
oscillations can be generated. Moving beyond this basic understanding will require the
generation of additional systems that differ in their properties from the original circuits in
order to determine how variations to the system components affect behavior.
In this chapter, we describe how we have expanded on our previous designs to
construct a coupled feedback module comprising interlocked positive and negative
feedback loops based on components of the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system and the
lac operon. As described above, our primary interest in this module was to use it as a
simplification of natural oscillatory circuits to determine key design principles in the
generation of genetic oscillations. Beyond simple replication, however, we also see many
potential applications for synthetic networks that can be tuned to demonstrate oscillations
on the same time-scale as natural cellular rhythms, particularly in the area of gene
therapy. In constructing our synthetic module, we adapted a fairly simple design that has
been well-represented in the literature. Of particular interest to the work presented here
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are the synthetic oscillatory circuits described by Stricker et al44 and Atkinson et al157,
which our module closely resembles with the primary differences between the systems
being the activator used for establishing positive feedback. We show that the choice of
the activator has a significant impact on function, as an inability to control the
degradation rate of LuxR in our module resulted in its accumulation after initial
induction. This accumulation limited the role of positive feedback, causing the module’s
responses to be similar to an independent (uncoupled) negative feedback loop, greatly
reducing the robustness of our system in comparison to previously studied coupled
feedback loop oscillators.

5.2 Materials and methods
5.2.1 Bacterial strains media, and culture conditions
All of the strains, plasmids, and primers used in this study are given in Table 5.1.
A list of the commonly used media and reagents, along with their suppliers, can be found
in Appendix A. E. coli strain TOP10 was used for all cloning and plasmid construction.
All expression studies of the coupled feedback loop constructs were done in E. coli strain
JW0336-1, which was obtained from The Coli Genetic Stock Center (New Haven, CT).
Cells were grown in LB media or on LB plates for all cloning steps. Expression studies of
the oscillator constructs was done in M9 media supplemented with 0.1% casamino acids.
Media was supplemented with kanamycin and chloramphenicol as appropriate. LuxR was
induced using OHHL, and LacI was repressed using IPTG.
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Table 5.1: Strains, plasmids and primers used in Chapter 5.
E. coli Strains
Genotype
TOP10
JW0336-1

mcrA ∆(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) φ80lacZ∆M15 ∆lacX74 deoR nupG recA1
araD139 ∆(ara-leu)7697 galU galK rpsL(StrR) endA1 λF-, ∆(araD-araB)567, ∆lacZ4787(::rrnB-3), ∆lacI785::kan, λ-,rph-1, ∆(rhaDrhaB)568, hsdR514

Plasmids

Description/Replication of Origin/Resistance

Reference

pET-Duet-1
pbla-LuxR
pluxI-lacO-GFPm2
pluxI-lacO(14TC)RIasvGaav
pluxI-lacO(14TC)RIasv-luxI-Gaav
pluxI-lacO(14TC)IasvGaav-bla-R
pluxI-lacO(14TC)Rgaav
pluxI-lacO(14TC)RIasvGaav-bla-GroE
pluxI-lacO(14TC)RIasv-bla-Gaav

PT7:MCS / ColE1 / Amp+
Pbla:LuxR / p15A / Kan+
PluxI-lacO:GFPmut2 / ColE1 / Cam+
PluxI-lacO(14TC):LuxR,LacIasv,GFPmut2aav / ColE1 / Cam+

Novagen
Chapter 4
Chapter 4
This study

PluxI-lacO(14TC):LuxR,LacIasv-PluxI :GFPmut2aav / ColE1 / Cam+

This study

PluxI-lacO(14TC):LacIasv,GFPmut2aav - Pbla:LuxR / ColE1 / Cam+

This study

PluxI:LuxR,GFPmut2aav / ColE1 / Cam+

This study

PluxI-lacO(14TC):LuxRLacIasv- Pbla:GroEs,GroEl / ColE1 / Cam+

This study

PluxI-lacO(14TC):LuxRLacIasv- Pbla:GFPmut2aav / ColE1 / Cam+

This study

Primers

Sequence (5'-3')*

LuxR-F: NheI
LuxR-R: KpnI
LuxR-R: AvrII
LacI-F: KpnI
LacI(asv)-R: EcoRI

ATAGCTAGCATGAAAAACATAAATGC
ATCGGTACCTTAATTTTTAAAGTATGGGCAATC
ATCCCTAGGTTAATTTTTAAAGTATGGGCAATC
TAGGTACCGGAAGAGAGTCAATTCAGGG
TTGAATTCTTAAACTGATGCAGCGTAGTTTTCGTCGTTTGCTGCCTGCC
CGCTTTCCAGTC
GFP-F: EcoRI
TAGAATTCAGGGAGGTTGGTATGAGTAAAGGAGAAGAAC
GFP(aav)-R: PvuI
ATCGATCGTTAAACTGCTGCAGCGTAGTTTTCGTCGTTTGCTGCTTTGT
AGAGCTCATCC
GFP(aav)-R: AvrII
ATCCTAGGTTAAACTGCTGCAGCGTAGTTTTCGTCGTTTGCTGCTTTGT
AGAGCTCATCC
GroE-F: EcoRI
GGAATTCGTCACCCATAACAGATACGG
GroE-R: AvrII
TCCTAGGTTACATCATGCCGCCCATGC
ACATGTAGTCCTTTGATTCTAATAAATTGGATTTTT
PluxI-F: PciI
PluxI-lacO-F: AatII
GACGTCAGTCCTTTGATTCTAATAAATTGGATTTTT
PluxI-lacO(14TC)-R:
ATAGCTAGCACCAACCTCCCTTTAAGCTTGGAATTGTTGTCCGCTCA
NheI
C
TATACATGTCAGGTGGCACTTTTCG
Pbla-F: PciI
*Sequences that are complementary to the target sequence are underlined. Restriction sites are shown in
bold. The ssrA tags are shown in italics.
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5.2.2 Plasmid construction
Plasmid maps for the main plasmids used in this chapter are given in Figure 5.1.
The coupled feedback module components and the groE operon were cloned and
assembled sequentially onto pluxI-lacO-GFPm2 using PCR. PluxI-lacO(14TC) was obtained
from pluxI-lacO-GFPm2, with the 14TC mutation included on the amplifying primers.
After amplification, the PluxI-lacO(14TC) amplicon was ligated into pluxI-lacO-GFPm2,
replacing PluxI-lacO. The luxR, lacI, and gfpmut2 genes were cloned with their ribosome
binding sites from pbla-LuxR, pET-Duet-1, and pluxI-lacO-GFPm2, respectively. The 3'
primer for lacI (LacI(asv)-R) contained the asv variant of the 11-amino-acid ssrA tag, and
the 3' primer for gfpmut2 (GFP(aav)-R) contained the aav variant. Restriction enzymes
sites used during the cloning of the genes are shown in the plasmid maps given in Figure
5.1. Correct construction of the complete pluxI-lacO(14TC)-RIasvGaav plasmid was
confirmed by sequencing. The groE operon, excluding the promoter, was amplified from
the E. coli TOP10 chromosome using colony PCR and inserted downstream of Pbla in
plasmid pbla-LuxR, replacing the luxR gene. The entire Pbla-GroE operon was then
amplified using the Pbla-F and GroE-R primers and inserted onto the coupled feedback
loop plasmid downstream of the module genes in the opposite direction. Completed
plasmids were electroporated (Gene Pulser Xcell, Bio-Rad) into E. coli JW0336-1.
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Figure 5.1: Plasmid maps for coupled feedback module and controls.

Control plasmids were constructed to examine the roles that both LuxR and LacI
had in the responses of the complete coupled feedback module, and to examine the
influence of incubating the cells for extended periods of time on the microscope slides.
The LacI control was created by deleting the lacI gene from downstream of PluxI-lacO(14TC).
The LuxR controls were created by individually deleting the luxR or gfp gene from
downstream of PluxI-lacO(14TC) and then using promoter-gene amplifications to reinsert the
deleted gene in an identical manner as the groE operon. gfp was also deleted and recloned to construct the control used to examine the impacts of extended incubations. The
same method was used for all gene deletions and accomplished by first digesting the
coupled feedback loop plasmid with the two unique restriction enzymes flanking each
89

gene, blunting the resulting sticky ends with PFU DNA polymerase, and then ligating the
blunted ends together. Pbla-luxR amplifications from pbla-LuxR, or PluxI-gfpmut2aav
amplifications from pluxI-lacO-GFPm2, were then inserted downstream of the module
genes and in the opposite orientation to obtain the LuxR control plasmids, pluxIlacO(14TC)-IasvGaav-bla-R and pluxI-lacO(14TC)-RIasv-luxI-Gaav. The incubation
control plasmid was constructed in a similar manner, but using a Pbla-gfpmut2aav
amplification from pbla-GFPmut2aav to create pluxI-lacO(14TC)-RIasv-bla-Gaav.

5.2.3 Population-level measurements
After overnight incubation, cells containing the coupled feedback modules were
diluted 1:200 and grown at 37°C to the early exponential phase (~3 hrs). 150 µL aliquots
of the cultures were then transferred to individual wells of a 96-well plate containing 50
µL of induction media containing varying concentrations of the IPTG and OHHL
inducers.

The

fluorescence

(Molecular

Devices

Gemini

XPS

microplate

spectrofluorometer, excitation: 465 nm/emission: 509 nm) and OD595 (Bio-Tek µQuant
Universal Microplate Spectrophotometer) was then immediately measured to establish a
zero time point. After measurement, the plate was returned to the incubator for 15
minutes before taking the next measurement. The total time required for each
measurement was less than 3 minutes. This process was repeated for 2 hours.
Evaporation of the cultures during incubation was minimized by increasing the local
humidity by filling empty wells on the microplate with water. Additional methods to
prevent evaporation including the use of covers, or the overlaying of the samples with
mineral oil were also attempted, but were not used due to their significant influence on
the fluorescent measurements.
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5.2.4 Time-lapse fluorescence microscopy
Early exponential phase cultures were obtained as described above, and then
resuspended in fresh media containing appropriate concentrations of OHHL and IPTG.
Microscope slides were prepared by aliquoting 0.5 µL of the resuspended culture onto
2% agarose pads cast in single-well depression slides (VWR) as described previously158.
Prior to loading of the sample, the agarose pads were cut in half to provide an oxygen
reservoir for the growing cells. Once the samples were aliquoted onto the agarose pad,
the mounted samples were covered with a cover slip and sealed with VALAP to prevent
evaporation. Prepared slides were incubated at 37°C for ~1 hr prior to imaging.
Slides were imaged using a Nikon E600 microscope with a 100x objective and
Spot-RT CCD camera (Diagnostic Instruments). Epifluorescence and DIC images were
taken every 5 minutes with both light sources shuttered between measurements. Focus
was maintained manually. The temperatures of the samples were maintained at 37°C
during measurement using a custom-built electric heater/blower.

5.2.5 Data analysis
Starting from the final time point of the DIC images, individual cells were tracked
in ImageJ with the Manual Tracking plug-in (Fabrice Cordelières, Institut Curie). The
coordinates of the tracked cells were then used to measure the fluorescence intensities of
the cells in the fluorescent images using a fixed measurement area. Analysis of
fluorescence data was done in MATLAB with the raw fluorescence data smoothed using
a moving average filter with a window size of 4. A comparison of the smoothed time
series to the raw data is shown in Figure 5.2. Peaks were further discriminated from noise
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by rejecting peaks that fell below a minimum amplitude threshold determined
individually for each cell based on the cell’s average fluorescence.

Figure 5.2: Comparison of raw (A) and smoothed (B) fluorescence trajectories.

5.3 Results and discussion
5.3.1 Design of coupled feedback module
We implemented our design using the hybrid luxI-lacO promoter (PluxI-lacO)
described in Chapter 4 (Figure 5.3). The promoter is based on the native lux promoter
(PluxI) from the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system of Vibrio fischeri, and incorporates an
additional lactose repressor binding site (lacO) immediately downstream of the native
promoter to allow for repression by the lac repressor (LacI). The activities of LuxR and
LacI can be controlled using the OHHL and IPTG inducers, respectively. The
competitive interaction that occurs between LuxR and LacI at PluxI-lacO led us to
hypothesize that a coupled positive-negative feedback loop oscillator could be
constructed using PluxI-lacO to regulate the expression of both the luxR and lacI genes. In
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this design, the positive feedback present for LuxR allows for initial activation of the
module due to basal expression, and then continually increasing expression levels as
additional LuxR is created. The system remains active until LacI levels grow above a
threshold at which LacI becomes active and represses PluxI-lacO. The repression of PluxI-lacO
prevents further expression of LuxR and LacI, allowing for their degradation, and
continues until significant LacI has been degraded. Once the intracellular levels of LacI
have degraded significantly, renewed expression of LuxR allows for reactivation of PluxIlacO and

restarting of the cycle.

Figure 5.3: Design (A) and theoretical oscillatory response (B) of coupled feedback
module. The activity of the system is determined by interactions of the LuxR and LacI
regulators at a hybrid promoter (PluxI-lacO). See text for discussion.

5.3.2 Modeling of coupled feedback module
We used a simple mathematical model prior to constructing our module to
identify the interactions that have the greatest influence on the behavior of our design.
The full model consists of a network of 11 coupled differential equations that describe the
reactions given in Table 5.2. The full set of equations is given in Appendix D.
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Table 5.2: Reactions described by the coupled feedback loop model.
Reaction
Description
kAP

PIO + A2 ⇔ PIOA
k − AP

Promoter binding by activator complex

kIP

PIO + I 4 ⇔ PIOI
k − IP

ktm

PIO ⇒ PIO + M
ktmA

PIOA ⇒ PIOA + M
ktR , I ,G

M ⇒ M + R, I , G

Promoter binding by LacI
Basal transcription of polycistronic mRNA
Activated transcription
Translation of LuxR, LacI, GFP

k 2I

I + I ⇔ I2

Dimerization of LacI

k −2 I
k 4I

I + I ⇔ I4

Tetramerization of LacI

k −4 I

kA

R + OHHL ⇔ A
k−A

Activation of LuxR by OHHL

k2A

A + A ⇔ A2

Dimerization of activator complex

k −2 A

kdM

Degradation of mRNA

M⇒

kdR

R, A, A2 , PIOA ⇒
kdI

I , I 2 , I 4 , PIOI ⇒

Degradation of LuxR and LuxR complexes
Degradation of LacI and LacI complexes

In order for the model to be able to predict the responses of the coupled feedback
loops, appropriate values for the parameters first had to be obtained. We based the initial
values of the model parameters on values given in the literature. In particular, extensive
data exists for the molecular interactions of the LacI protein135, 159, and to a lesser degree,
the LuxR protein25, 160. mRNA and protein degradation rates are also fairly well bounded
in E. coli with mRNAs having half-lives that are on the order of a few minutes161, and
proteins having longer half-lives than mRNA that are bounded at the upper limit by the
cell division time, which is typically 35-60 minutes for cultured E. coli. Finally, the burst
size, or the number of proteins synthesized for a given mRNA, has been estimated to be
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between 5-40 providing limits for the translational efficiencies of the RBSs162. The initial
values used in the simulation of our model are given in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Initial parameter values used in the coupled feedback loop model.
Parameter Value
Rationale
k2I
k-2I
k4I
k-4I
kIPmax
k-IP
kA
k-A
k2A
k-2A
kAP
k-AP
ktm
ktmA
ktR, ktI, ktG
kdM
kdR, kdI, kdG
PluxI-lacO

-4

-1 -1

2.4x10 nM s
-2 -1
2.4x10 s
-2
-1 -1
4.8x10 nM s
-2 -1
2.4x10 s
-1 -1
0.12 nM s
-3 -1
4x10 s
-3
-1 -1
2.5x10 nM s
-2 -1
4.8x10 s
-4
-1 -1
2.4x10 nM s
-2 -1
2.4x10 s
-3
-1 -1
4.8x10 nM s
-3 -1
4.0x10 s
-5 -1
2x10 s
-3 -1
5x10 s
-1
0.1 s
-3 -1
6x10 s
-4 -1
2.57x10 s
83 nM

With k2I, Kdiss = 100 nM
With k4I, Kdiss = 0.5 nM
With kIPmax, Kdiss = 0.03 nM
With kA, Kdiss = 20 nM
With k2A, Kdiss = 100 nM
With kAP, Kdiss = 0.83 nM
Adjusted
Adjusted
With kdm gives burst rate of ~20
Half-life of ~2 minutes
Half-life of 45 minutes
Assume 50 copies/cell

After obtaining initial parameters for our model, we used bifurcation analysis to
determine the impact of altering a select number of the parameters. The selection of the
parameters was based on the effects that the parameters had on altering the behavior of
the module and the ability to tune these parameters experimentally. For this reason we
chose to focus on the degradation rate of LuxR (kdR), the rate of translation of LacI (ktI),
and the binding of LacI to PluxI-lacO (kIP). As shown in Figure 5.4A, relaxation based
oscillations only occur for degradation rates of LuxR that are ~4-10-fold faster than that
of LacI. This range is expanded for systems in which the binding of LacI to the hybrid
promoter is more closely balanced to the binding strength of LuxR as shown by the
expanding oscillatory regime in Figure 5.4B for decreasing rates of LacI binding (kIPmax).
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Finally, decreasing the rate of LacI translation relative to LuxR translation further
expands the expected oscillatory regime of the module (Figure 5.4C).

Figure 5.4: Bifurcation analysis of coupled feedback loop model. (A) Single parameter
bifurcation diagram for the LuxR degradation rate. Stable states are shown as solid lines
and unstable states are shown as dashed lines. For the oscillatory regimes, the
maximum/minimum amplitudes are plotted. (B) Two-parameter bifurcation diagram for
the LacI binding rate and the LuxR degradation rate. Oscillatory states are shown in gray.
(C) Two-parameter bifurcation diagram as in (B) but with the LacI translation rate
halved.

Based on our modeling results, we determined that the behaviors of the coupled
feedback module would be most affected by three factors: the difference between the
degradation rates of LuxR and LacI, the difference in their expression levels, and the
difference in their strengths of interaction at PluxI-lacO. Specifically, sustained oscillations
were predicted for systems in which LuxR is both expressed and degraded more rapidly
than LacI, and where LacI binding at PluxI-lacO is not dramatically greater than LuxR
binding. These results are in good agreement with previous modeling done of coupled
positive-negative feedback loop systems153, 154.
Implementation of the model predictions was done by careful selection and
engineering of the module components. Binding of LuxR and LacI to PluxI-lacO was
balanced by mutating lacO with a single-site mutation (14TC) that has been shown to
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decrease LacI binding by approximately 5-fold163. Differences in the expression rates of
LuxR and LacI were achieved by expressing LacI using its native GTG start codon,
which should result in less efficient translation. To alter the degradation rates of the two
regulators we attempted to tag both the LuxR and LacI regulators with ssrA degradation
tags; however, all attempts to tag LuxR with a C-terminal degradation tag resulted in
complete loss of LuxR activity (see Appendix E). Even without the ability to tag LuxR
we note that wild-type LuxR has been shown to be actively degraded in cells with a halflife of ~65 min164. For LacI, which is generally stable in vivo165, we used a weak variant
(asv) of the ssrA degradation tag to allow for active degradation166. Once the altered
components were created, the total coupled positive-negative feedback module was
implemented by cloning luxR, lacI-asv and the ssrA tagged gene for a variant of the green
fluorescent protein (gfpmut2-aav) downstream of a single copy of the mutated promoter
(PluxI-lacO(14TC)). This design, where all of the regulated genes were expressed as a
polycistronic message, was chosen so as to avoid repeated regions that could lead to
plasmid instability and to allow for easy transfer of the complete system.

5.3.3 Response of module
As the responses of the coupled feedback module were predicted to be dependent
on the levels of OHHL and IPTG, we first sought to establish levels of the two inducers
that could lead to oscillations. We did this initial screening of induction levels at the
population level to limit the amount of measurements that would need to be taken. While
no method of synchronization is present for the coupled feedback modules, it was
reasoned that the response of the cells would be roughly synchronized immediately
following induction. Synchronization would then be lost for oscillatory cells as they
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started to individually cycle. The loss of synchronization would be detectable at the
population-level as decreased overall fluorescence compared to cells that were nonoscillatory. Therefore, we measured the population-level responses of the coupled
feedback module and identified concentrations of the two inducers that resulted in
intermediate system responses following induction (Figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5: Population level responses of coupled feedback module. Error bars are
standard deviations from 3 independent cultures.

From our population-level measurements, we chose 31.6 nM OHHL and 31.6 µM
IPTG as our base induction. We then proceeded to examine the responses of the module
at the single-cell level using time-lapse fluorescence microscopy during which multiple
mother cells were tracked over several generations. These measurements showed that
oscillations occurred for 34% of the tracked cells, with the observed oscillations differing
significantly between individual mother cells and between daughter cells of the same
mother cell (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Responses of coupled feedback module. (A) Fluorescence trajectories of a
mother cell and two daughter cells induced with 31.6 nM OHHL and 31.6 µM IPTG. (B)
Histogram of observed oscillatory periods. (C) Additional fluorescence trajectories of
two different mother cells and their offspring.

We further explored the responses of the coupled feedback module by
determining if the measured periods correlated with the amplitudes of the responses and
measuring day-to-day variation (Figure 5.7). The theoretical responses of the coupled
feedback loop model predict that the period should be dependent on the amplitude of the
responses due to the level of LacI accumulation. However, no discernable correlation
between amplitude and period was seen for the responses of our module (Figure 5.7A).
This absence was likely due to the stochastic nature of LuxR expression and activation
(see Section 5.3.5). The day-to-day variation for the cultures was also high, with
significant differences occurring for both the number of oscillating cells in a sample and
their measured periods (Figure 5.7B).
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Figure 5.7: Variation in the responses of the coupled feedback module. (A) Dependence
of period on peak amplitude for multiple mother cells measured on the same day. (B)
Histograms of measured periods for default coupled feedback module measured on
different days.

Cells were observed over a period of 5-7 hours, with the upper limit resulting
from cells growing out of the focal plane of the microscope or due to a general loss of
fluorescence. This fluorescence loss was also present for control cultures with
constitutive expression of GFP (Figure 5.8A), and appeared to be due to oxygen
limitations that occurred on the slide during observation. Evidence supporting the
development of oxygen limitations for cells growing on the prepared microscope slides
was found by exploiting the ability to photoactivate GFP at low oxygen levels167.
Activation occurs after treatment of GFP with blue light at oxygen concentrations below
2%168, and results in the development of red fluorescence (excitation 520-550 nm,
emission >580). Photoactivation was consistently observed for our prepared samples at
later time points and seemed to depend on location, with cells positioned closer to the
provided oxygen reservoirs not becoming photoactivatable. Cells also demonstrated
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consistent decreases in length during observation, which could indicate increased cellular
stress and entry into the stationary phase169 (Figure 5.8B and C). The transition to smaller
cell sizes occurred for all measured cultures and appeared to be independent of induction
conditions.

Figure 5.8: Cellular effects for extended growth on microscope slides. (A) Loss of
fluorescence for GFP expression control (pluxI-lacO(14TC)-RIasv-bla-Gaav) after
extended incubation. The fluorescence trajectories of 4 individual cells are shown. (B)
and (C) Growth of individual cell as measured by length of primary axis. The fluorescent
responses of the cells are also shown (dashed lines). Please note decrease in cellular
length with time, and independence of fluorescent responses from the cell cycle.

To avoid the impacts of the growth effects on the measurement of oscillator
dynamics all measurements were limited to the first 5 hours of observation. Most
oscillatory cells demonstrated 2 or 3 distinct peaks of varying amplitudes during this time
with an average period of 134 min. The average variation in the periods for individual
cells was ~30%. Cells that did not demonstrate measurable oscillations generally
displayed one of three phenotypes: no measurable fluorescence, monotonically increasing
fluorescence, or single-peaked fluorescence (Table 5.4). Despite the small number of
peaks measured for each cell, the oscillations did not appear to dampen with time. Instead
the amplitudes of the oscillatory peaks appeared to be largely random, with no connection
between the amplitude of the peak and the time post induction. Observation of cells past
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the five hour measurement period also supported this result, as oscillations were seen to
continue for as long as cells were observed.

Table 5.4: Effect of IPTG induction on the responses of the coupled feedback module.
NonSingle
IPTG Oscillating
Monotonically
Period
Fluorescent
Peaked
Total
(µM)
Cells
Increasing Cells
Cells
Cells
10
31.6
56.2
100

17 (18%)
107 (34%)
9 (12%)
3 (9%)

109±30
134±53
147±22
-

3 (3%)
4 (1%)
16 (22%)
29 (91%)

3
9
2
0

69
193
46
0

92
313
73
32

The activity of the coupled feedback module strictly depended on the presence of
both OHHL and IPTG, with cultures lacking either of the inducers showing no detectable
activity. The general fluorescence level and percentage of cells showing oscillations
during the observation period were also highly dependent on induction level (Table 5.4).
At low induction levels most cells demonstrated non-oscillatory responses, with cells
either having a single peak of fluorescence or residing in a steady state. As the level of
induction increased, the number of oscillatory cells went through a maximum, after
which it decreased due to the increasing number of cells that demonstrated monotonically
increasing fluorescence. Although the percentage of oscillatory cells in a population
showed a strong dependence on induction, no similar dependence was observed for the
amplitudes and periods of individual oscillatory cells.

5.3.4 Responses of control circuits
The large amount of variability and poor tunability of our genetic oscillator
contradicts previous studies that showed that coupled positive-negative feedback loop
oscillators are highly robust and tunable44. In such circuits it has been proposed that while
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the negative feedback is the driving force behind the oscillations, the positive feedback
loop is critical for making the oscillations of the system robust118. Based on this
hypothesis, we constructed a variety of controls to help in determining the behavior of
our system. We first examined the role of the LacI negative feedback loop by creating a
circuit in which the feedback loop was removed through deletion of the lacI gene. The
responses of the cells containing the LacI- circuit either increased monotonically or
maintained a relatively steady-state during the period of observation, confirming the role
of the LacI negative feedback loop in causing the oscillatory response (Figure 5.9).

Figure 5.9: Fluorescence trajectories of LacI- control cultures. Trajectories for 5
independent cells are shown.

After determining that negative feedback was necessary for the observed
oscillations, we then sought to determine how the LuxR positive feedback loop
influenced the module’s properties. We initially tested if feedback on LuxR was
necessary for oscillations in the coupled feedback module by removing the LuxR gene
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from downstream of PluxI-lacO(14TC) in the original module and placing it downstream of a
constitutive beta-lactamase promoter (Pbla) (Figure 5.10A). In this configuration, LuxR
would be maintained at a steady-state during the observation period and the expression of
LacI and GFP would be controlled by a negative feedback loop centered on LacI.
Examination of this circuit showed that it behaved similarly to the full feedback system
with a significant number of oscillatory cells (Figure 5.10B).

Figure 5.10: Responses of uncoupled negative feedback loop. (A) Design of negative
feedback circuit where LuxR is constitutively expressed from Pbla. (B) Histogram of
observed oscillatory periods.

The measured responses of our LuxR control circuit showed that oscillations
could occur in the absence of LuxR feedback and at constant LuxR levels. This finding
suggests that the negative feedback loop largely determines the behavior of our full
module, as no significant difference was observable between the responses of the full
system and the LuxR control. An additional control where LuxR was kept in the coupled
feedback loop operon while GFP was removed and placed downstream of PluxI further
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supported this conclusion by showing that LuxR was not rapidly degraded in the cell
during LacI repression (Figure 5.11). Without rapid degradation of LuxR, the activity of
the positive feedback loop is always high, causing the dynamics of the module to be
determined by the activity of the negative feedback loop alone. From this perspective, our
results agree with the experimental observations of a similar negative feedback
oscillator44, and with previous theoretical results118.

Figure 5.11: Examination of LuxR degradation during module expression. (A) Design of
control circuit. GFPmut2-aav expression from PluxI measures LuxR activity independent
of LacI repression. (B) Fluorescence trajectories for control cells. None of the trajectories
show a rapid fluorescence loss that would indicate rapid degradation of the LuxR protein
during LacI repression of PluxI-lacO(14TC). (C) Additional heat map trajectories of cells
containing the control circuits.

5.3.5 Impact of GroE chaperone co-expression
We initially explored the idea of co-expression of the groE operon with the
coupled feedback module as a method to rescue the activity of the ssrA tagged LuxR
proteins. Expression of the groE operon has been shown to rescue poorly folded LuxR
during overexpression in E. coli170, 171, and we reasoned that the loss of activity for the
ssrA tagged proteins could be the result of poor folding coupled to fast degradation by the
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ssrA system. While co-expression of GroE was not shown to result in any of the ssrA
tagged LuxR proteins gaining measurable activity, it was shown to result in better initial
synchronization of the module’s responses and slightly improve the percentage of the
cells in the population that were oscillatory (Figure 5.12). Similar improvements were not
observed when lower incubation temperatures were used to enhance LuxR folding, with
cells grown at 30°C demonstrating a complete loss of activity, presumably due to a
concomitant increase in the folding of LacI that prevented system activation. The use of
LuxR mutant proteins, which we have shown previously to have increased activities in
comparison to the wild-type LuxR, also did not result in any significant improvement of
the module’s responses.

Figure 5.12: Responses of the coupled feedback module with co-expression of groE
operon. (A) Histogram of observed oscillatory periods. (B) Comparison of initial
fluorescence distributions for the coupled feedback module in the absence (GroE-) and
presence (GroE+) of GroE co-expression. Values are the log10 ratios of the measured
fluorescence levels to the mean. The coefficients of variation (CVs) for the non-log ratios
are also given.
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In comparing the responses of the GroE expressing cells to the default system, it
is seen that GroE co-expression results in better system properties due to improved LuxR
folding and higher activity. As LuxR slowly accumulates in the system with time, the
effects of this improved activity were most clearly seen during the initial induction period
of the coupled feedback modules. Non-GroE expressing cells showed widely varying
initial fluorescence and peak times, which most likely resulted from the cells containing
small initial quantities of properly folded LuxR. Due to this small initial amount of LuxR,
activation of the module did not occur immediately upon induction, but instead occurred
randomly once LuxR accumulated to a significant level. With GroE co-expression, the
initial amount of LuxR was increased leading to a greater synchronization of responses
upon induction.

5.4 Conclusions and perspective
Using a simple genetic module, we have examined how the behaviors of a
coupled positive-negative feedback loop oscillator are affected by the properties of its
components. Of particular importance to the behavior of our system was an imbalance
between the degradation rates of the LuxR activator and LacI repressor that resulted in
the LuxR protein not being degraded on a time-scale relevant to the dynamics of the
system. Our results show that the behaviors of a coupled feedback loop oscillator are not
independent of the properties of the individual components, and in particular, robust and
tunable oscillations are not expected for systems that fail to establish distinct time scales
for the actions of the activator and repressor components. Of the available methods for
achieving these distinct time scales, the alteration of component degradation rates
through the targeting of regulatory proteins to the ssrA degradation pathway has been the
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most widely used due to its ease of implementation. The ssrA system has also been
extensively characterized172, and methods have been demonstrated for altering the rate of
degradation of the targeted proteins5,

173

. Still, as is evident from our inability to

successfully tag the LuxR protein, the development and characterization of additional
degradation tags and methods would be beneficial for the creation of dynamic genetic
circuits with increased complexities and novel components.
Moving beyond the importance of this work for the design of robust coupled
feedback loop oscillators, our results also confirm that the delays that are inherent in the
expression and activation of the LacI protein are significant for the establishment of an
oscillatory response in a minimal expression system. However, the large variability and
poor tunability of the resulting oscillations suggest that such minimal negative feedback
oscillators are greatly influenced by the stochastic nature of the cell, which may limit
their use in synthetic systems. In addition, the creation of modules that are capable of
synchronizing cellular oscillations has been a particularly active area of research in
synthetic biology. Along with the papers mentioned in the main text of this chapter,
additional work has shown how the LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system can be used as a
module for the synchronization of cellular oscillations174. Key to the design of the
synchronization module was the implementation of coupled feedback loops on the
synthesis and degradation of the OHHL signaling molecule instead of the LuxR
transcriptional activator.
While the initial goal of our oscillator work was not the synchronization of
cellular responses, synchronization will be a key factor in the use of oscillatory systems
to generate usable responses and to provide a testable platform for the understanding of
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natural networks. Therefore, the benefits of the synchronized design based on signal
synthesis and degradation may make it more amenable to further development than our
own design of regulating the expression of the module’s transcriptional regulators. There
is not, however, one single system that will meet all of our needs, or be able to capture all
the intricacies of natural oscillatory systems. This is generally true for the entire field of
synthetic biology, and the fast and reliable creation of diverse cellular circuits will
depend on the availability of components that have been thoroughly characterized.
Therefore, results showing the importance of particular properties, such as the dynamic
properties of the regulators discussed here, provide guides into what properties will be
important for the creation of advanced synthetic systems.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this thesis we have described our efforts to alter the properties of the natural
LuxI-LuxR quorum-sensing system for use in recombinant protein production and the
construction of synthetic circuits capable of programming complex cellular responses.
We first demonstrated how the sensitivity of the quorum-sensing response could be tuned
through directed evolution of the LuxR transcriptional activator (Chapter 2) and
construction of the PFL modules (Chapter 3). We then demonstrated how the form of the
quorum-sensing response could be altered to incorporate both logic, with construction of
our AND gate (Chapter 4), and dynamics, with construction of our coupled feedback loop
(Chapter 5). Through the construction of these modules, we have gained a better
understanding of how the properties of the quorum-sensing components influence their
outputs and demonstrated methods that should be helpful for the future construction of
additional modules. We have also attempted to thoroughly characterize each of our
constructed modules, so as to allow for their use as parts in genetic circuits of increasing
complexity.
Moving ahead from our current ability to program cellular behavior with quorumsensing modules will require both the creation of new signaling modules and a more
complete understanding of the properties of the current systems. Currently, only a
handful of quorum-sensing components have been characterized and used to construct
circuit modules. As circuit complexity increases it will be necessary to use multiple
intercellular signaling modules that exhibit minimum cross-talk. This need could be met
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by the characterization of additional natural components, or through the construction of
completely novel quorum-sensing systems175. Directed evolution can also play a large
role in the creation of novel signaling modules, as components could be easily evolved to
show unique sensitivities and selectivities. Another need that needs to be addressed is the
creation of systems that are similar to quorum sensing, but capable of functioning in
higher organisms. While there has been some initial work done in this area176-180, much
more will be necessary to permit the rapid construction of complex synthetic circuits.
Nature provides an immense range of possibilities for the construction of
additional quorum-sensing modules; the challenge is in characterizing the properties of
these modules and their components so as to allow for easy integration into larger genetic
circuits. This is true for all components used in synthetic systems, and demands the
development of standardized methods to create and measure biological modules and
components181. Without such methods, the creation of new modules and circuits will
remain a time-intensive process that requires many rounds of iterative design and testing.
The best way to overcome this challenge is through the adoption of standards that will
move the process of circuit creation towards a traditional engineering discipline. It is only
through the adoption of such standards, and the ability to rapidly and rationally tune
synthetic modules as demonstrated in our work, that the field of synthetic biology will
grow to allow for the creation of circuits capable of programming complex cellular
responses.
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL METHODS AND SUPPLIERS USED FOR THE CLONING AND
EXPRESSION OF E. COLI CULTURES

A.1: Culture media and reagents
General procedures for the preparation of media, antibiotics, and other culture
reagents can be found in Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual182.
1. Lysogeny broth (LB) media:
a. LB media was either prepared with components obtained from Fisher
BioReagents, or using Fisher BioReagents’ pre-prepared LB Broth,
Miller.
2. M9 minimal media:
a. M9 minimal media was prepared with components obtained from Fisher
and supplemented with 0.1% casamino acids (Acros).
b. All components of M9 media were stored separately and combined
immediately before use.
3. Antibiotics:
a. Kanamycin monosulfate, chloramphenicol and ampicillin sodium salt
were obtained from Fisher BioReagents.
b. The working concentrations used for each of the antibiotics were:
kanamycin - 50 µg/mL, chloramphenicol - 100 µg/mL, and ampicillin 50 µg/mL.
4. Inducers:
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a. 3-oxohexanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (OHHL) was obtained from Sigma.
Stock concentrations were prepared at a concentration of 1 mM and
stored in acidified (0.1% glacial acetic acid, Fisher) ethyl acetate (Fisher).
Stocks were evaporated and resuspended in autoclaved water prior to
culture induction to avoid cell death due to addition of ethyl acetate.
b. Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was obtained from Fisher
BioReagents.
c. Arabinose was obtained from Invitrogen.

A.2: PCR amplifications and plasmid construction
We followed a fairly standard set of protocols during plasmid construction182, 183.
Inserts were amplified using PCR and purified with a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit
(Qiagen) after digestion with the appropriate restriction enzymes. Digested vectors were
treated with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase, separated using gel electrophoresis, and
purified using a Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo). Most digests were done
over a period of 1-4 hrs. After purification, pieces were typically ligated at a 3:1 molar
ratio of insert to vector for 4-16 hrs. Ligated products were transformed by
electroporation (Gene Pulser Xcell, Bio-Rad), with successful colonies being identified
by colony PCR (Molecular Cloning182, Chapter 8, Protocol 12) and confirmed through
sequencing (GENEWIZ).
1. Polymerase
a. Cloned PFU DNA Polymerase was used for all subcloning gene
amplifications and was obtained from Stratagene.
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b. TAQ DNA Polymerase was used for error-prone PCR and was obtained
from 5 Prime.
2. Nucleotides
a. Promega dNTP mix was used as the source of nucleotides for all PCRs
used for subcloning.
b. Individual nucleotides for the preparation of the mutagenic nucleotide
mix were obtained from Fisher BioReagents.
3. Oligonucleotide primers
a. All primers were obtained from Invitrogen.
4. Restriction enzymes
a. All restriction enzymes were obtained from New England Biolabs.
5. Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase
a. Calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Promega) was used to remove
phosphate groups from linearized vectors prior to ligation to prevent high
backgrounds due to plasmid recircularization.
6. DNA ligase
a. T4 DNA ligase was used for all ligation reactions and was obtained from
New England Biolabs.
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APPENDIX B
STOCHASTIC MODELING OF PFL RESPONSE

Modeling of the PFL responses was pursued using a fully stochastic model
derived from the key reactions occurring in the PFL modules. These reactions are given
in Figure B.1, and the resulting coupled differential equations are given below.

Figure B.1: Reactions described by stochastic model for simulation of PFL responses.

Promoter Dynamics
dPI
= k − a PI A − k a PI A2
dt

(1)

dPI A
= k a PI A2 − k −a PI A
dt

(2)
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LuxR, LacI, and GFP balances
dR
= k tlR M + k −o A − k o ( R)(OHHL) − k dR R
dt

(3)

dA
= k o ( R )(OHHL) + 2k −d A2 − k −o A − 2k d A 2 − k dR R
dt

(4)

dA2
= k d A 2 + k − a PI A − k −d A2 − k a PI A2 − k dR R
dt

(5)

dG
= k tlG M − k dG G
dt

(6)

mRNA
dM
= k b PIO + k tr PI A − k dM M
dt

(7)

The initial parameter values used in this model are shown Table B.1. These base
parameter values were obtained from available literature values assuming a
transcriptional burst rate of ~30, and a cell division time of 35 minutes. Both the LuxR
and GFP proteins were considered to be stable with degradation rates determined by the
cell division time. The parameters were then adjusted from their base values to capture
the relative expression profile of the PFL1 module.
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Table B.1: Initial parameter values used for stochastic simulation of PFL1.
Parameter
Value
Rationale
ko
k-o
kd
k-d
ka
k-a
kb
ktr
ktlR, ktlG
kdM
kdR, kdG
PluxI

2.5x10-3 nM-1s-1
4.8x10-2 s-1
2.4x10-4 nM-1s-1
2.4x10-3 s-1
4.8x10-3 nM-1s-1
4.0x10-2 s-1
2x10-5 s-1
2x10-4 s-1
0.175 s-1
6x10-3 s-1
4.75x10-4 s-1
83 nM

With ko, Kdiss = 20 nM
With kd, Kdiss = 10 nM
With ka, Kdiss = 8.3 nM
Adjusted
Adjusted
With kdm gives burst rate of ~30
Half-life of ~2 minutes
Half-life of 35 minutes
Assume 50 copies/cell

Simulation of the stochastic model was done in BioNetS using the Gillespie
algorithm184. To generate results for comparison to the flow cytometry data, 500
simulations of the model were done at each OHHL induction level and the final
fluorescence data point of each simulation was used to construct a response histogram.
Normalized mean fluorescence values and CVs were then calculated for the simulated
responses and compared against the responses for the wild-type PFL1 (Table B.2). The
normalized mean fluorescence values for the simulated responses agreed well with the
data from the wild-type PFL1. The calculated CVs for the simulated data, however,
differed significantly from the measured CVs, with the simulated CVs showing much
lower values that only significantly decreased for full induction (5 nM) OHHL.

Table B.2: Comparison of simulated and measured PFL1 responses.
OHHL (nM)
Normalized avg. fluorescence (AU)
0
0.1
0.25
0.5
1
5

WT
0.044
0.057
0.080
0.18
0.56
1

Model
0.089
0.092
0.10
0.16
0.49
1
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WT
87
90
88
72
60
78

CVs
Model
52
56
56
54
51
20

The significant difference between the calculated CVs for the simulated and
measured data suggests that additional factors that were not included in the model
influence the responses of the PFLs. Such factors could include fluctuations in the copy
number of the plasmid used for expression of the PFL module, and extrinsic noise arising
from cell growth and division42. The influence of cell growth and division could become
especially important in the responses of the PFLs due to the large decreases in the growth
rate that were observed for the fully induced systems. While initial attempts to model
these influences were made, the work was not finished due to time constraints.
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF MODEL FOR GENETIC AND GATE

The steady-state model for the logical AND gate was derived from the following
set of coupled ordinary differential equations describing the kinetic reactions given in
Table C.1. In these reactions, the total cellular levels of LuxR, LacI, OHHL, and IPTG
are assumed to be constant and a lumped synthesis term is used to describe transcription
and translation of GFPmut2 from PluxI-lacO.

Table C.1: Reactions considered in derivation of the steady-state AND gate model.
Reactions
Description
kA
2 R + 2O ←→
A
kI
L + I ←→ LI

k BA
PIO + A ←
→ PA

Activation of LuxR by OHHL
Deactivation of LacI by IPTG
Binding of PluxI-lacO by LuxR and LacI

k BL
PIO + L ←→

PL
k1
PIO →
G
k2
PA →
G
k3
PIO , PA , PL →
G

Rtot = R + 2A
Ltot = L + LI

Expression of GFPmut2 from unbound, and
activator bound PluxI-lacO
“Leaky” expression from all PluxI-lacO states
LuxR balance
LacI balance

Inducer binding to LuxR and LacI (A = LuxR-OHHL, LI = LacI-IPTG)
dR
= 2k − A A − 2k A RO
dt

(1)

dA
= k A RO − k − A A − k BA APIO + k − BA PA
dt

(2)

dL
= k − BL PL − k BL LPIO − k I LI + k − I LI
dt

(3)
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dLI
= k I LI − k − I LI
dt

(4)

Binding of Activator and LacI to PluxI-lacO
dPA
= k BA APIO − k − BA PA
dt

(5)

dPL
= k BL LPIO − k − BL PL
dt

(6)

dPIO
= k − BA PA − k BA APIO + k − BL PL − k BL LPIO
dt

(7)

GFPmut2 expression
dG
= k1 PIO + k 2 PA + k 3 ( PIO + PA + PL ) − k DG G
dt

(8)

Assuming all reactions are at steady-state and using the promoter balance Ptot =
PIO+PA+PL, the set of reactions can be simplified to a single equation relating expression
levels of GFPmut2 to the promoter state:
G=

−1
−1
−1
PTot  k1 + k 2 K BA
A + k3 (1 + K BA
A + K BL
L) 


−1
−1
1 + K BA A + K BL L
k DG 


(9)

where Ki = k-i/ki are the dissociation constants for binding of the regulators to the PluxI-lacO
promoter. Simplifying equation (9) by combining terms results in the following equation:
G=

−1
−1
A + ρK BL
L]
ε [1 + β K BA
−1
−1
1 + K BA
A + K BL
L

(10)
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where ε = (Ptot/kDG)(k1+k3), β = (k2+k3)/(k1+k3), and ρ = k3/(k1+k3). Using equations (1),
(4) and the balances on total LuxR and LacI, equation (10) can be simplified to its final
form:
 1 
 O 

 + ρL
 1 + I 
 1 + 2O 
G= 
 1 
 O 
1 + R

 + L
1
2
+
O
1+ I 




ε 1 + βR

(11)

where R and L have been redefined as total protein levels; and R, L, I and O are scaled by
their respective dissociation constants.
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APPENDIX D
EQUATIONS FOR COUPLED FEEDBACK LOOP MODEL

The full set of 11 coupled ordinary differential equations used in the simulation of
the coupled feedback loop module is given below.

Promoter Dynamics
dPIO
= k − AP PIOA + k − IP PIOI + k dR PIOA + k dI PIOI − k AP PIO A2 − k IP PIO I 4
dt

(1)

dPIOA
= k AP PIO A2 − k − AP PIOA − k dR PIOA
dt

(2)

dPIOI
= k IP PIO I 4 − k − IP PIOI − k dI PIOI
dt

(3)

LuxR, LacI, and GFP balances
dR
= k tR M + k − A A − k A ( R )(OHHL) − k dR R
dt

(4)

dA
= k A ( R )(OHHL) + 2k − 2 A A2 − k − A A − 2k 2 A A 2 − k dR R
dt

(5)

dA2
= k 2 A A 2 + k − AP PIOA − k − 2 A A2 − k AP PIO A2 − k dR R
dt

(6)

dI
= k tI M + 2k − 2 I I 2 − 2k 2 I I 2 − k dI I
dt

(7)

dI 2
= k 2 I I 2 + 2k − 4 I I 4 − 2k 4 I I 22 − k dI I
dt

(8)
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dI 4
= k 4 I I 22 + k − IP PIOI − k IP PIO I 4 − k − 4 I I 4 − k dI I
dt

(9)

dG
= k tG M − k dG G
dt

(10)

mRNA
dM
= k tm PIO + k tmA PIOA − k dM M
dt

(11)

In addition to these equations, we also assume that the binding rate of LacI to
PluxI-lacO (kIP) is negatively affected by IPTG according to a hill function:

k IP =

k IP max
 IPTG 

1 + 
 K ID 

n

(12)

where n=2.
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APPENDIX E
DEGRADATION TAGGING OF LUXR AND LACI REGULATORS

E.1 Background
In determining the degradation tags to be used for our complete coupled feedback
module, we tested an array of different tags for both the LacI and LuxR proteins. We
initially began by directly tagging (no linker sequence) both LuxR and LacI with the
degradation tags originally investigated by Andersen et al166, and shown in Table E.1.
The LAA tag is the native signal for the ssrA degradation pathway and works by
targeting the tagged proteins for proteolysis, primarily by the ClpXP protease51, 185. The
other tags are modifications of the LAA tag and alter the strength of interaction with the
target proteases186. The LDD tag is a not degraded by ClpXP, and is a commonly used
control187, 188. Data for the half-life of tagged GFP is giving as a relative measure of the
strength of degradation. Actual degradation rates for tagged proteins are dependent on
their local stability189, and cannot be predicted a priori.

Table E.1: Degradation tags for tagging components of the coupled feedback module.
Half-life of
Sequence
Name
GFP (min)
AAV
ASV
LAA
LVA
LDD

GCAGCAAACGACGAAAACTACGCTGCAGCAGTT
GCAGCAAACGACGAAAACTACGCTGCATCAGTT
GCAGCAAACGACGAAAACTACGCTTTAGCAGCT
GCAGCAAACGACGAAAACTACGCTTTAGTAGCT
GCAGCAAACGACGAAAACTACGCTTTAGACGAT

60
110
40
40
-

The LuxR and LacI regulators are interesting targets for degradation tagging as
their activities depend on the proteins participating in multiple molecular interactions
including multimerization and DNA binding. With the addition of the ssrA tags at the c-
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terminal ends of the LuxR and LacI proteins it is possible that these molecular could
become disrupted, leading to a loss of activity. In LacI this region is important for
tetramizeration190, and for LuxR the c-terminal region contains a DNA binding helixturn-helix motif80. Therefore, tagging of both LuxR and LacI could lead to significant
changes in their activities due to a combination of enhanced degradation and altered
molecular interactions.

E.2 Materials and Methods
E.2.1 Bacterial strains, media, and culture conditions

E coli strains JW0336-1, TOP10, or JW0428-1 were used for quantification of
system responses. The only strain not detailed in the main text is strain JW0428-1, which
was obtained from The Coli Genetic Stock Center (New Haven, CT) and has the
following genotype: F-, ∆(araD-araB)567, ∆lacZ4787(::rrnB-3), ∆clpx724::kan, λ-, rph-1,
∆(rhaD-rhaB)568, hsdR514. Cells were grown in M9 media supplemented with 0.1%
casamino acids at 37°C with kanamycin (50 µg/mL) and chloramphenicol (100 µg/mL)
as appropriate. LuxR was induced using OHHL, and LacI was repressed using IPTG.

E.2.1 Plasmid construction
The majority of the degradation tagged proteins were constructed by simple PCR
amplification of lacI or luxR with the degradation tags included on the reverse primer as
has been described for tagging of gfpmut2 and lacI in Chapter 5. For LacI, after
amplification the tagged genes were inserted into pluxI-lacO(14TC)-IasvGaav-bla-R
(Chapter 5), replacing lacI-asv. For LuxR, the amplified genes were either inserted into
plac-LuxR (Chapter 2), or pluxI-GFPm2_bla-LuxR. The pluxI-GFPm2_bla-LuxR
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plasmid was constructed specifically for these measurements from pluxI-GFPm2 in an
analogous manner to the construction of pluxI-lacO(14TC)-IasvGaav-bla-R (Section
5.2.2), but using pluxI-GFPm2 as the starting plasmid. The luxR-link2-aav and -link2(2x)-

aav genes were created using linker ligation182 to insert a random number of linker
segments (5’-TGACCCGCCTCCGCCAGG) into plac-LuxR-link1-aav digested with
StuI. The luxR(n-term) gene was created by amplification of luxR using a forward primer
that incorporated the N-terminal tag (5’-ATAGCTAGC ATGAGTACCGCTAAATTA
AAAAACATAAATGCC, degradation sequence is shown in italics).

E.2.2 Quantification of LacI activity
All measurements of the ssrA-tagged LacI proteins were done using JW0336-1
cells transformed with pluxI-lacO(14TC)-IxxxGaav-bla-R plasmids, where xxx
represents one of the variants of the ssrA degradation tag. Cultures for measurement of
the tagged proteins responses were inoculated from overnights (1:200) and grown at 37°
with shaking until reaching the early exponential phase (~3.5 hrs). Cultures were then
induced with OHHL (1 µM) and varying amounts of IPTG before being grown for an
additional 2 hrs. After 2 hrs, replicate 200 µL samples from each culture were transferred
to the wells of 96-well, clear-bottom plates and the fluorescent responses of the samples
were measured using a Gemini XPS microplate spectrofluorometer (Molecular Devices,
excitation 465/emission 509). Cellular density (OD595) was also measured (Bio-Tek
µQuant Universal Microplate Spectrophotometer), and used to normalize fluorescence.
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E.2.3 Quantification of LuxR activity
Measurements of the ssrA-tagged LuxR proteins were done using either E. coli
TOP10 cells cotransformed with plac-LuxRxxx and pluxI-GFPm2 (Chapter 3), or
JW04428-1 cells transformed with pluxI-GFPm2_bla-LuxRxxx. Cultures were grown
and measured for activity in an identical manner to the quantification of LacI described in
section E.2.2 above.

E.3 Results and Discussion
E.3.1 Activities of ssrA-tagged LacI proteins
The activities of the ssrA-tagged LacI proteins were measured by determining
their ability to repress transcription from PluxI-lacO in the presence of saturating amounts of
OHHL and constitutive LuxR expression (Figure E.1). We measured the activities of
three different ssrA tags with LacI: AAV, ASV, and LDD. We chose these tags as we
were originally interested in using the less active degradation tags to establish a slower
time scale for the production and degradation LacI in comparison to LuxR. Our results
showed that both the AAV- and ASV-tagged LacI proteins showed reduced activities
compared to untagged LacI. However, the LDD-tagged control also showed substantially
reduced activity demonstrating that the presence of the tag on LacI influenced its activity
independent of degradation. Therefore, the reduction in activities observed for the AAVand ASV-tagged proteins cannot be assumed to be completely determined by increased
degradation, and was most likely a result of enhanced degradation and altered molecular
interactions. Compared to the ASV-tagged LacI protein, the AAV-tagged protein also
showed much higher uninduced (no IPTG) activity, which suggests that its innate activity
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to repress PluxI-lacO was reduced. Due to these results, we decided to implement our
complete coupled feedback loop module with the ASV-tagged LacI.

Figure E.1: Effects of ssrA degradation tags on the LacI protein. Responses are averages
from three independent cultures, with the error bars representing standard deviations.

E.3.2 Attempts to tag LuxR
We made many attempts to tag the LuxR protein for degradation. Due to the
difficulty in obtaining strong fluorescence measurements at the population level for the
coupled feedback modules, and the time consuming nature of single cell measurements,
we decided to screen the tagged LuxR proteins using transcriptional circuits similar to
those originally described in Chapter 2 for quantifying the responses of the LuxR
mutants. In these circuits LuxR was expressed from Plac/ara-1 and regulated the expression
of GFPmut2 from PluxI. All of the different variants of degradation-tagged LuxR proteins
that were screened for activity are given in Table E.2. Included in these variants is a N-
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terminal degradation tag that is recognized by the ClpXP protease191. While none of the
C-terminally tagged LuxR showed activity, including the LDD-tagged control, the Nterminally tagged LuxR showed full activity with no sign of enhanced degradation.
Testing of a small selection of the degradation-tagged LuxR variants at the single-cell
level confirmed the loss of LuxR activity observed at the population level.

Table E.2: Variants of degradation-tagged LuxR proteins examined for activity.
Genes
Systems tested in* Description
luxR-aav
A,B,C
LuxR fused directly to AAV tag
luxR-asv
A
LuxR fused directly to ASV tag
A
LuxR fused directly to LAA tag
luxR-laa
luxR-lva
A
LuxR fused directly to LVA tag
luxR-ldd
A,B,C
LuxR fused directly to LDD tag
Mut616-aav
A
Mut616 fused directly to AAV tag
luxR-link1A,B
LuxR fused to AAV tag with a Lys-Leu linker
aav
A
LuxR fused to AAV tag with a poly Gly(4)-Ser(1) linker
luxR-link2sequence
aav
luxRA,C
LuxR fused to AAV tag with a double poly Gly(4)-Ser(1) linker
link2(2x)-aav
sequence
luxR(n-term)
A
LuxR tagged with an N-terminal degradation tag
*A = Top10:plac-LuxR/pluxI-GFPm2, B = Top10:plac-LuxR/pluxI-GFPm2-bla-GroE, C = JW04281:pluxI-GFPm2-bla-LuxR

Apart from the analyzing the responses of the degradation-tagged LuxR protein in
the simplified transcriptional circuits, we also tested a small number of the tagged
proteins responses in two additional systems. In the first system, the plac-LuxRxxx
plasmids containing the degradation-tagged LuxR proteins were co-transformed with
reporter plasmids containing constitutively expressed GroE chaperones (pluxIGFPm2_bla-GroE). These systems were tested to determine if poor folding of the tagged
LuxR proteins was responsible for their loss of activity; however, none of the tested
systems displayed any activity indicating that LuxR folding was not the cause for the loss
of activity. We constructed the second system by transforming the pluxI-GFPm2-bla-
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LuxRxxx plasmids containing the tagged LuxR proteins into E. coli JW0428-1. This
strain has been deleted for the clpX gene, resulting in greatly reduced rates of degradation
for ssrA-tagged proteins51. Despite not being actively degraded, none of the tested
degradation-tagged LuxR proteins showed any activity, supporting the conclusion that
LuxR’s activity is destroyed upon addition of the ssrA tags to the C-terminus.

E.4 Conclusions
Our findings show that the activities of both the LuxR and LacI proteins are
negatively affected by the addition of the ssrA degradation tags. While the negative
impact of the degradation tags only resulted in some loss of activity for LacI, tagging of
the LuxR protein resulted in a complete loss of activity for all of the tags tested. Overall,
these findings support a hypothesis in which the loss of activity is due to the interference
of molecular interactions that are necessary for the activity of these proteins. In LuxR,
this interference most likely impacts the binding of the LuxR protein to its target DNA,
though confirmation of this proposed mechanism would require additional experiments
(such as gel shift assays) that were not pursued here.
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